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FOREWORD

The Government of India has set an ambitious target of imparting skills to 30 crores people, one out of every

four Indians, by 2020 to help them secure jobs as part of the National Skills Development Policy. Industrial

Training Institutes (ITIs) play a vital role in this process especially in terms of providing skilled manpower.

Keeping this in mind, and for providing the current industry relevant skill training to Trainees, ITI syllabus

has been recently updated with the help of Mentor Councils comprising various stakeholder's viz. Industries,

Entrepreneurs, Academicians and representatives from ITIs.

The National Instructional Media Institute (NIMI), Chennai, an autonomous body under Ministry of Skill

Development & Entrepreneurship is entrusted with developing producing and disseminating Instructional

Media Packages (IMPs) required for ITIs and other related institutions.

The institute has now come up with instructional material to suit the revised curriculum for  Machinist

1st Year  (Volume - II of II) Trade Practical NSQF Level - 5 in Capital Goods and Manufacturing

Sector under yearly Pattern required for ITIs and related institutions imparting skill development. The NSQF

Level - 5 Trade Practical will help the trainees to get an international equivalency standard where their skill

proficiency and competency will be duly recognized across the globe and this will also increase the  scope

of recognition of prior learning. NSQF Level - 5 trainees will also get the opportunities to promote lifelong

learning and skill development. I have no doubt that with NSQF Level - 5  the trainers and trainees of ITIs,

and all stakeholders will derive maximum benefits from these IMPs and that NIMI's effort will go a long way

in improving the quality of Vocational training in the country.

The Executive Director & Staff of NIMI and members of Media Development Committee deserve appreciation

for their contribution in bringing out this publication.

Jai Hind

Director General
Directorate General of Training

Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship,
Government of India.

         New Delhi - 110 001
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PREFACE

The National Instructional Media Institute (NIMI) was established in 1986 at Chennai by then Directorate

General of Employment and Training (D.G.E & T), Ministry of Labour and Employment, (now under Ministry

of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship) Government of India, with technical assistance from the Govt.

of the Federal Republic of Germany. The prime objective of this institute is to develop and provide instructional

materials for various trades as per the prescribed syllabi under the Craftsman and Apprenticeship Training

Schemes.

The instructional materials are created keeping in mind, the main objective of Vocational Training under

NCVT/NAC in India, which is to help an individual to master skills to do a job. The instructional materials are

generated in the form of Instructional Media Packages (IMPs). An IMP consists of Theory book, Practical

book, Test and Assignment book, Instructor Guide, Audio Visual Aid (Wall charts and Transparencies) and

other support materials.

The trade practical book consists of series of exercises to be completed by the trainees in the workshop.

These exercises are designed to ensure that all the skills in the prescribed syllabus are covered. The trade

practical book provides related theoretical knowledge required to enable the trainee to do a job. The test and

assignments will enable the instructor to give assignments for the evaluation of the performance of a trainee.

The wall charts and transparencies are unique, as they not only help the instructor to effectively present a

topic but also help him to assess the trainee's understanding. The instructor guide enables the instructor to

plan his schedule of instruction, plan the raw material requirements, day to day lessons and demonstrations.

In order to perform the skills in a productive manner instructional videos are embedded in QR code of the

exercise in this instructional material so as to integrate the skill learning with the procedural practical steps

given in the exercise. The instructional videos will improve the quality of standard on practical training and

will motivate the trainees to focus and perform the skill seamlessly.

IMPs also deals with the complex skills required to be developed for effective team work. Necessary care

has also been taken to include important skill areas of allied trades as prescribed in the syllabus.

The availability of a complete Instructional Media Package in an institute helps both the trainer and

management to impart effective training.

The IMPs are the outcome of collective efforts of the staff members of NIMI and the members of the Media

Development Committees specially drawn from Public and Private sector industries, various training institutes

under the Directorate General of Training (DGT), Government and Private ITIs.

NIMI would like to take this opportunity to convey sincere thanks to the Directors of Employment & Training

of various State Governments, Training Departments of Industries both in the Public and Private sectors,

Officers of DGT and DGT field institutes, proof readers, individual media developers and coordinators, but for

whose active support NIMI would not have been able to bring out this materials.

R. P. DHINGRA

Chennai - 600 032      EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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INTRODUCTION

TRADE PRACTICAL

The trade practical manual is intended to be used in practical workshop. It consists of a series of practical
exercises to be completed by the trainees during the 1st Year  (Volume - II of II) of Machinist Trade supplemented
and supported by instructions / informations to assist in performing the exercises. These exercises are
designed to ensure that all the skills in compliance with NSQF LEVEL - 5 syllabus are covered.

The manual is divided into four modules. The distribution of time for the practical in the four modules are given
below:

Module 1     - Slotting

Module 2     - Milling

Module 3     - Advanced Turning

Module 4     - Grinding

The skill training in the shop floor is planned through a series of practical exercises centered around some
practical project. However, there are few instances where the individual exercise does not form a part of project.

While developing the practical manual, a sincere effort was made to prepare each exercise which will be easy
to understand and carry out even by below average trainee. However the development team accept that there is
a scope for further improvement. NIMI looks forward to the suggestions from the experienced training faculty for
improving the manual.

TRADE THEORY

The manual of trade theory consists of theoretical information for the 1st Year  (Volume - II of II) of the Machinist
Trade. The contents are sequenced according to the practical exercise contained in NSQF LEVEL - 5 syllabus
on Trade Practical. Attempt has been made to relate the theoretical aspects with the skill covered in each
exercise to the extent possible. This correlation is maintained to help the trainees to develop the perceptional
capabilities for performing the skills.

The trade theory has to be taught and learnt along with the corresponding exercise contained in the manual
on trade practical. The indications about the corresponding practical exercises are given in every sheet of this
manual.

It will be preferable to teach/learn trade theory connected to each exercise at least one class before performing
the related skills in the shop floor. The trade theory is to be treated as an integrated part of each exercise.

The material is not for the purpose of self-learning and should be considered as supplementary to class room
instruction.
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Exercise No. Title of the Exercise   Learning Page No.
  Outcome

CONTENTS

 Module 1: Slotting

2.1.61 Identification of slotting machine parts & its construction, use of
rotary table 1

2.1.62 Practice on slotting key ways on pulley with accuracy ± 0.04mm              1 2

2.1.63 Slotting a double -ended spanner with accuracy ± 0.1mm 6

2.1.64 Cutting sprocket teeth on slotting machine with accuracy ± 0.04mm 8

2.1.65 Cutting internal spline on slotting machine with accuracy ± 0.04mm 9

                                   Module 2: Milling

2.2.66 Identification of milling machine 10

2.2.67 Demonstrate working principle of milling machine 11

2.2.68 Set vice & job on the table of milling machine 12

2.2.69 Set arbor on the spindle of milling machine 14

2.2.70 Set the cutter on arbor 15

2.2.71 Safety points to be observed while working on a milling machine 17

2.2.72 Demonstrate up milling and down milling process 18

2.2.73 Sequence of milling six faces of a solid block 20

2.2.74 Check the accuracy with the help of try square and vernier height                2
gauge 22

2.2.75 Perform step milling using side and face cutter checking with depth
micrometer 23

2.2.76 Perform slot milling using side and face cutter 26

2.2.77 Make ‘V’ block using horizontal milling machine with accuracy
± 0.02mm 29

2.2.78 Make concave surfaces with an accuracy ± 0.02mm 35

2.2.79 Make convex surfaces with an accuracy ± 0.02mm 37

2.2.80 Straddle milling operation with an accuracy ± 0.02mm 38

2.2.81 Gang milling operation with an accuracy ± 0.02mm 41

2.2.82 Make dovetail fitting (male & female) on milling machine with an
accuracy ± 0.02mm 43

2.2.83 Make T-slot fitting (male & female) on milling machine with an
accuracy ± 0.02mm 47

2.2.84 Demonstrate indexing head 50

2.2.85 Set and align indexing head with reference to job on milling machine 51

2.2.86 Make square job by direct/simple indexing method with an
accuracy ± 0.02mm 52

2.2.87 Make hexagonal job by simple indexing method with an
accuracy ± 0.02mm 56
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Module 3: Advanced Turning

2.3.88 Checking of alignment of lathe centres and their adjustments 57

2.3.89 Turning practice - between centres on mandrel (gear blank) with
an accuracy ± 30 minutes 58

2.3.90 Taper turning by swivelling the cross - slide 60

2.3.91 Make square thread (external) on a lathe with an accuracy ± 0.02mm 64

2.3.92 Make square thread (internal) on lathe with an accuracy ± 0.02mm 67

2.3.93 Check with thread gauge - Grinding of tool and setting in correct                 3
position 68

2.3.94 Fitting of male and female square threaded components 68

2.3.95 Make multi-start ‘V’ thread on lathe with screw pitch gauge 69

2.3.96 Perform eccentric turning with an accuracy ± 0.02mm 71

                               Module 4: Grinding

2.4.97 Identification of different types of grinding machines 74

2.4.98 Wheel balancing & turning 76

2.4.99 Dressing of grinding wheel 78

2.4.100 Grinding of block (six sides) by surface grinding machine with
an accuracy of ± 0.01mm 80

2.4.101 Grinding of step block by surface grinding machine with
an accuracy ± 0.01mm 84

2.4.102 Grinding of slot block surface grinding machine with an accuracy
of ±0.01mm 86

2.4.103 Set and perform angular grinding using universal vice/sine vice to
standard angle 89

2.4.104 Make slide fit with an accuracy ± 0.01mm (Male & Female) 91

2.4.105 Perform form grinding                                                                               4 94

2.4.106 Make dovetail fitting with an accuracy 0.01mm (Male & Female) 95

2.4.107 External parallel cylindrical grinding (Both holding in chuck/collet and
in-between centres 97

2.4.108 Plunge grinding 103

2.4.109 Perform straight bore grinding 104

2.4.110 Perform step bore grinding 107

2.4.111 Internal taper bore grinding 110

2.4.112 Make male female fitting with an accuracy of ± 0.01mm 111

2.4.113 External step cylindrical grinding with an accuracy of ± 0.01mm 113

2.4.114 External taper cylindrical grinding with an accuracy of ± 0.01mm 115

Exercise No. Title of the Exercise Learning Page No.
Outcome
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SYLLABUS FOR MACHINIST

1st Year  (Volume - II of II) - 06 Months
Reference Learning
Outcome

Professional Skills (Trade
Practical) with indicative hours

Professional Knowledge
(Trade Theory)

Set the different
machining
parameters and
cutting tool to
prepare job by
performing different
slotting operation.
[Different machining
parameters – feed,
speed and depth of
cut. Different slotting
operations – concave
& convex surface,
internal key ways,
profiling,
making internal
sprocket with an
accuracy of +/- 0.04
mm]

61.Identification of  slotting machine
parts  &  its construction, use  of
rotary table. (10 hrs)

62. Practice on slotting key ways
on pulley with accuracy +/- 0.04
mm (15 hrs)

Slotter –   Classification,  principle,
construction, Safety precaution.

Introduction and their indexing process
on a Slotter by its Rotary table
graduations.

Driving mechanisms, quick return
motion and speed ratio.

Safety  points  to  be  observed  while
working on a Slotter. (07 hrs.)

LEARNING OUTCOME

On completion of this book you shall be able to

SI.No.       Learning  Outcome                                                Ref. Exercise No.

1 Set the different machining parameters and cutting tool
 to prepare job by performing different slotting operation.
(Different machining parameters - feed, speed and depth
of cut. Different slotting operations concave & convex
surface, internal key ways, profiling, making internal  sprocket
with an accuracy of +/- 0.04mm)  2.1.61 to 2.1.65

2 Set the different machining parameters and cutters to prepare
job by performing different milling operation and indexing.
(Different machining parameters - feed,speed and depth of cut.
Different milling operations - plain, face angular, form, gang,
straddle milling)  2.2.66 to 2.2.87

3 Set the different machining parameters to produce square &
“V: threaded components applying method / technique and
 test for proper assembly of the components.  2.3.88 to 2.3.96

4 Produce components of high accuracy by different operations
using grinding (Different operations - surface grinding,
cylindrical grinding with an accuracy of +/- 0.01mm)  2.4.97 to 2.4.114

Duration.

Professional
Skill 100 Hrs;
Professional
Knowledge
28 Hrs.

63. Slotting  a  double  ended
spanner with accuracy +/- 0.1
mm. (25 hrs)

Job  holding  devices-vice, clamps, V-
block, parallel block etc.
Slotting tools- types, tool angles. ( 07
hrs)
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64. Cutting sprocket teeth on
slotting machine  with
accuracy  +/-  0.04 mm. (25 hrs)

Use  of  tool  with  holder  for  internal operations.
Precautions to be observed during slotting
internal operations.

Use of circular marks on the table for slotting
curves.

Chain, Sprocket and their applications. ( 07 hrs)

65. Cutting internal spline on
slotting machine  with  accuracy
+/-0.04 mm. (25 hrs)

Spline – types and uses.

Coolant & lubricant –

Introduction, types, properties, application &
applying methods. ( 07 hrs)

66.Identification of milling machine
(02 hrs)

67.Demonstrate working principle
of Milling Machine. (04 hrs)

68. Set vice & job on the table of
Milling Machine. (05 hrs)

69. Set arbor on the spindle of
milling machine. (08 hrs)

70. Set the cutter on arbour. (04 hrs)

71.Safety points to be observed
while working on a milling
machine. (02 hrs)

Professional
S k i l l 1 5 0
Hrs.;
Professional
Knowledge
42 Hrs.

Set the different
machining
parameters and
cutters to prepare
job by performing
different milling
operation and
indexing. [Different
machining
parameters – feed,
speed and depth of
cut. Different
milling operations
– plain, face,
angular, form,
gang, straddle
milling]

Milling Machine: Introduction, types,parts,
construction and specification.

Driving and feed mechanism of Milling Machine.
( 06 hrs)

Different types of milling cutters & their use.
Cutter nomenclature. (06 hrs)

72.Demonstrate Up Milling and
Down Milling Process.(05hrs)

73.Sequence of milling six faces of
a solid block. (08 hrs)

74.Check the accuracy with the
help of try-square and vernier
height gauge. (02hrs)

75. Perform Step milling using side
and face cutter checking with
depth micrometer. (05hrs)

76.Perform slot milling using side
and face cutter. (05hrs)

77. Make “V” Block using
Horizontal Milling Machine with
accuracy +/- 0.02 mm. (20 hrs)

78. Make concave surfaces with
an accuracy +/-0.02 mm. (04
hrs)

79.Make convex surfaces with an
accuracy +/-0.02 mm. (04 hrs)

80.Straddle milling operation with
an accuracy +/-0.02 mm.
(07 hrs)

81.Gang milling operation with an
accuracy +/-0.02 mm. (8 hrs)

Different milling operations - plain, face,
angular, form, slot, gang and straddle milling
etc. Up and down milling.(06 hrs)

Different types of milling attachments and their
uses. (06 hrs)
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Jigs and Fixtures–
Introduction, principle, types, use, advantages
& disadvantages. ( 06 hrs)

Properties of metals general idea of physical,
mechanical properties of metals, colour, weight,
hardness toughness, malleability, ductility their
effect on machinability.

Heat Treatment – Introduction, necessity, types,
Purposes, different methods of Heat Treatment.
Heat Treatment of Plain Carbon Steel. (06 hrs)

Indexing-introduction & types. Indexing head-
types &constructional details, function of
indexing plates and the sector arms.

Calculation for various types of indexing. (06
hrs)

Professional
Skill 75 Hrs.;
Professional
Knowledge
21 Hrs.

Turning of taper by taper turning attachment -
advantages and disadvantages, taper
calculations.

Mandrel, Lathe centres, Lathe dog, catch plate/
Driving plate, Face plate, Rests, their types &
uses. ( 07 hrs)

Set the different
m a c h i n i n g
parameters to
produce square &
“V   threaded
c o m p o n e n t s
applying method/
technique and
test for proper
assembly of the
components.

Terms relating screw thread major/minor
diameter, pitch and lead of the screw, depth of
thread. Simple gear train and compound gear
train change gears for fractional pitches.

Square thread and its form and calculation of
depth, core dia, pitch dia.

Difference between single and multistart threads-
their uses, merits and demerits. (14 hrs)

82. Make Dovetail fitting (male &
female) on Milling Machine with
an accuracy +/-0.02 mm.(18
hrs)

83.Make T-Slot fitting (male &
female) on Milling Machine with
an accuracy +/-0.02 mm.(25
hrs)

84. Demonstrate indexing head. (05
hrs)

85.Set and align indexing head with
reference to job on milling
machine.(05 hrs)

86.Make square job by direct/
simple indexing method with an
ccuracy +/-0.02 mm. (06 hrs)

87.Make hexagonal job by simple
indexing method with an
accuracy +/-0.02 mm. (09 hrs)

88. Checking of alignment of lathe
centres and their adjustments.
(03 hrs)

89.Turning practice-between
centres on mandrel (gear blank)
with an accuracy +/-30
minute.(07 hrs)

90.Taper turning by swiveling the
cross slide.

91.Make square thread (external)
on a lathe with an accuracy +/-
0.02 mm. (12 hrs)

92.Make square thread (internal) on
a lathe with an accuracy +/-0.02
mm. (15 hrs)

93.Check with thread gauge –
grinding of tool & setting in
correct position. (04 hrs)

94.Fitting of male & Female Square
threaded components. (02 hrs)

95. Make multi-start V thread on
lathe with Screw Pitch
gauge.(10 hrs)

96. Perform eccentric turning with
an accuracy +/-0.02mm.(07 hrs)

Professional
Skill 125
Hrs.;
Professional
Knowledge
35 Hrs.

P r o d u c e
components of
high accuracy by
d i f f e r e n t
operations using
g r i n d i n g .

97. Identification of different types
of grinding machine. (02 hrs)

98.Wheel balancing & truing.(06
hrs)

99.Dressing of grinding wheel.
(02 hrs)

Grinding –

Introduction, grinding wheel- abrasive, types,
bond, grade, grid, structure, standard marking
system of grinding wheel, selection of the
grinding wheel. ( 06 hrs)
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Dressing, types of dresser.

Glazing and Loading of wheels – its causes
and remedies.

Roughness values and their symbols.

Explain the importance and necessity of
quality. ( 06 hrs)

Surface Grinder –

Types, Parts, construction, use, methods of
surface grinding, specification & safety.

Cylindrical grinder:

Introduction, parts, construction, types,
specification, safety, different methods of
cylindrical grinding. ( 06 hrs)

Cutting speed, feed, depth of cut, machining
time calculation. ( 06 hrs)

[ D i f f e r e n t
operations –
surface grinding,
c y l i n d r i c a l
grinding with an
accuracy of+/-
0.01 mm]

100.Grinding of block (six sides) by
surface grinding machine with an
accuracy of +/- 0.01 mm. (10 hrs)

101.Grinding of step block by
surface grinding machine with an
accuracy of +/-0.01 mm.(15 hrs.)

102.Grinding of slot block by
surface grinding machine with an
accuracy of +/- 0.01 mm. (10 hrs)

103.Set and perform angular
grinding using universal vice/ sign
vice to standard angle.
(08 hrs)

104.Make slide fit with an accuracy
± 0.01mm (male female) (05hrs)

105.Perform form grinding (05 hrs)

106.Make dovetail fitting with an
accuracy ± 0.01mm (male &
female) (8 hrs)

Cylindrical grinding:

107.External Parallel cylindrical
grinding (Both holding in chuck/
collet and in between centers.
(10hrs)

108. Plunge grinding (8hrs)

109.Perform straight bore grinding
(05hrs)

110.Perform step bore grinding
(05hrs)

111.Internal taper bore grinding
(05hrs)

112.Make male female fitting with an
accuracy of +/- 0.01 mm (8 hrs)

113.External step cylindrical
grinding with an accuracy of +/-
0.01 mm (10hrs)

114. External taper Cylindrical
grinding with an accuracy of +/-
0.01 mm. (08 hrs)

Wet grinding and dry grinding, various types
of grinding wheels and their application,
grinding defects and remedies. ( 05 hrs)

In-plant training/ Project work

Broad area:

a) Drill extension socket

b) V-belt pulley

c) Tail Stock Centre (MT – 3)

d) Taper ring gauge

e) Taper plug gauge. (Morse taper
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.1.61
Machinist - Slotting

Identification of slotting machine parts & its construction, use of rotary table

Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to

• identify and write the name of parts of the slotting machine
• know the construction of slotting machine
• know the use of rotary table.

Job Sequence

Sl.No Name of the parts Uses

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Table 1Instructor shall brief the name of the parts and
construction of slotting machine, and the  use
of rotary table. Ask the  trainees to record the
part names in the table 1

• Trainees will note down all the part’s name in the table
1.

• Practice on manual movement of rotary table in different
position.

• Practice on starting and stopping of the slotting
machine.

• Get it checked by your instructor
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.1.62
Machinist - Slotting

Practice on slotting key ways on pulley with accuracy ± 0.04mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• face and centre drill the pulley
• mark the keyway
• hold the pulley on slotting machine
• set the tool on the machine
• slot the keyway as per dimension.
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Job Sequence

• Check the raw material

• Hold the job on 4 jaw chuck with 5 mm over hang

• Set the facing tool and face one end of the job.

• Fix the  drill chuck in the tail stock spindle and  fix the
centre drill

• Centre drill the work

• Drill pilot holes starting from 8mm up to 25 mm

• Set the boring tool and bore hole 27mm

• Reverse and  refix the job and  true it

• Face the other  end to maintain 20 mm width

• Remove the job and fix in mandrel

• Turn the job to 92mm diameter

• Remove the job

• Check the outside, inside and the thickness of the
pulley.

• Mark the centre lines and keyway.

• Clamp the keyway (slotting) tool.

• Clamp the pulley approximately at  the centre of the
slotting table and align it.

• Set the length  and position of  the stroke

• Slot the keyways 6x3mm to the given accuracy.

• Deburr the job.

• Check the dimensions using a vernier caliper.

Skill Sequence

Aligning slotting tool for slotting

Objective: This shall help you to
• set the slotting tool in the tool box of the slotting machine and align the slotting tool.

Select the required tool.

Clean the tool box.

Insert the tool in the tool clamps till it touches the tool
stopper.

Butt the tool to one side of the clamp.

Use packing pieces between the clamp and the tool, if
necessary, to align the tool in line with the locking bolt.

Align the tool in vertical position to eye judgment and finger
tighten the tool by locking bolts.

Project the tool sufficiently to ensure that the tool box is
not fouling with the top of the work.

Using a square head/try square, set the shank
perpendicular to the face of the rotary table. (Fig.1)

Use soft hammer for tapping the tool while aligning with
the try square.

Tighten the bolts fully.

For tool bits, use a tool-holder and follow the steps stated
above.

Setting the length of stroke and position of ram

Objectives: This shall help you to
• set the length of stroke
• set the position of the ram.

Ensure that the machines is switched off.

Bring the ram to its extreme upward position to read the
existing length of stroke, by rotating the fly wheel by hand.
(Fig.1)

Determining the length of stroke (Figs.2&3)

The length of stroke should be 25 to 30mm more than the
height of the surface to be machined.

This is ensure complete removal of material over the whole
length of the job surface, and

To provide sufficient clearance and time to complete the
feeding of the tool before the next cut is taken on the
down stroke.

Length of stroke = Length of job+25 to 30mm clearance.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.1.62
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Eg. Length of stroke = 70+30=100mm.(Fig.2)

Loosen the crank pin lock-nut which is at the end of the
connecting link.

Rotate the stroke setting screw shaft using a box spanner,
in clockwise direction till the pointer indicates the required
stroke length (100mm). (Fig.3)

Tighten the crank pin lock - nut.

Positioning the RAM (Fig.4)

Bring the ram to its lowest position by rotating the fly
wheel by hand to know the position of the tool at its lowest
point.

Loosen the ram lock-nuts.

Rotate the ram positioning screw shaft in clockwise or
anticlockwise direction till the tool reaches a position 5mm
below the job bottom surface.

Tighten the ram lock-nuts.

Rotate the flywheel by hand to ensure the correct setting
of the length of stroke and position of the ram.

Slotting an internal keyway

Objectives: This shall help you to
• lay out the job for slotting an internal keyway

• slot an internal keyway.

Mark  the centre line, width and depth of the keyway as
per the drawing.

Select parallel of suitable thickness and place on the
table.

Mount the work on the parallels, and by eyesight, align
the bore of the job to the centre bore of the table.

Clamp the job using clamps, bolts and nuts.

Select and mount the keyway roughing tool.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.1.62
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Ensure that the width of the tool edge is less than the
width of the keyway.

Attach a sticky pin pointer to the tool.

Align the centre line of the job to the pointer by using
longitudinal, cross and rotary feeds. (Fig 1)

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.1.62

Give a depth of cut about 1 mm  and rough-machine the

keyway leaving 0.5 mm for the finish cut.

Use the cross-feed for slotting the width and longitudinal
feed for depth. (Fig 3)

Set and align the keyway finishing tool in the holder.

Slot and finish the keyway to the given dimensions.

De-clamp the job.

Check the dimensions of the keyway.

Lock the rotary feed.

Set the tool edge parallel to the depth line of the keyway.

Bring the tool edge 0.5mm above the job surface by
rotating the fly wheel by hand .

Adjust the stroke length, position of the ram and the ram
speed.

Ensure that the  cutting point is 10 mm above the table
when the ram is at its lowest position.

Set the position of the job so that the tool lies at the
centre of the bore by eyesight by adjusting the longitudinal

and cross-feed. (Fig 2)

Switch on the machine.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.1.63
Machinist - Slotting

Slotting a double-ended spanner with accuracy ± 0.1mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and punch the outline of the job as per drawing with a template

• chain drill for removing excess material

• slot concave and convex faces to an accuracy of ±0.1mm
• slot rectangular opening to an accuracy of ±0.1mm

• slot rectangular opening to an accuracy of ±0.1mm.

Job Sequence

• Check the raw material for its size.

• Slot the edges B D E F to square with each other.
Provide enough material along the length and breadth
for further slotting. (Fig 1)

• Drill the holes ø20 and ø18.

• Align the holes with the rotary table axis and slot the
internal radius. (Fig 2)

• Slot the shaded portion.

• Align the marking with the movement of the Table.
Slot side of the opening. Repeat the procedure for the
side opening.

• Check the width for 22 mm.

• Repeat the procedure for opening on the opposite side.

• Check width for 20. (Fig 3)
• Mark the job using a template.

• Mark the positions for holes.
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• Align the marking of the external profile with the axis
of the rotary table.

• Slot the external profile using circular feed. Repeat
the  procedure for the external profile at the other end.
(Fig 4)

• Align the marking with the movement of the table.

• Slot the taper profile at one side. Repeat the procedure
for the taper profile at the other side.

• Slot the round corners using a form tool. (Fig 5)

• Deburr the corners for smoothness. (Fig 6)

• Check the various dimensions of spanners using
different instruments.

Skill Sequence

Slotting irregular contour / profile

Objectives: This shall help you to

• lay out irregular contour/profile on the job
• slot the irregular contour/profile.

Lay out the job as per the drawing. (Fig 1)

Mount the job at the centre of the table using parallels,
clamps, T- bolts and nuts.

Ensure that the clamps and parallels are not fouling, while
slotting a particular curve.

Set and align the tool in the tool-holder.

Rough machine the contour leaving 0.5mm for the finish
cut, using longitudinal, cross and rotary feeds(Fig 2)  Attach
a sticky pointer/pin on the tool edge.

True the  contour to the pointer by using rotary, longitudinal
and cross feeds. (Fig 3)

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.1.63

• Saw the shaded portion keeping 1 mm allowance for
slotting.

Machine the contour by taking finish cut, using rotary feed.

Repeat for completing other contours.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.1.64
Machinist - Slotting

Cutting sprocket teeth on slotting machine with accuracy ± 0.04mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grind tool for sprocket teeth
• mount and align the job on a circular table using a special job holding device for the slotting sprocket (R)
• slot sprocket teeth.

Job Sequence

• Turn the job as per drawing.

• Check the outside diameter, with the given data.

• Provide step by step pricautions.

• Using the template grind the form tool

• Draw the root circle on the blank, to draw teeth.

• Drill the centre position of the job according to
the drawing dimension.

• This step may be elebrated.

• Set and align the tool with respect to the job/
rotary table.

• Slot the 1st tooth to full depth.

• Check the tool profile using the template prepared.

• Indexing may be elebrated. (Pitch 18°)

Circumferce = 2r

= 2x3.142 x 40.4

= 253.71 = 
12.7

253.71

Pitch

253.71


= 20 Teeth

• Cut the remaining teeth of the sprocket one by one.

• Check all the teeth profiles using the template

prepared.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.1.65
Machinist - Slotting

Cutting internal spline on slotting machine with accuracy ± 0.04mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grind tool for internal spline
• mount and align the job on a circuit table using job holding devices
• slot internal spline
• repeat the procedure for the remaining spline.

Job Sequence

• Check the bore diameter ø28mm of the blank.

• Layout outside circle ø34mm and splines of width 7mm
on the face of the blank.

• Hold the job on the rotary table using parallels, clamps
and bolts.

• Align the centre with respect to the rotary table using
a dial test indicator.

• Align the tool with respect to the job.

• Slot internal spline to a width 7mm and depth 3mm.

• Check the dimensions of the spline.

• Index the table through 60o and slot the next spline.
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       Sl. No. Name of the parts

         1

         2

         3

         4

         5

         6

Table 1- Horizontal milling machine

Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.66
Machinist - Milling

Identification of milling machine

Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify and record the type of milling machine
• identify the parts of milling machine
• record the parts name in table.

Job Sequence

Table 2- Vertical milling machine

       Sl. No. Name of the parts

         1

         2

         3

         4

         5

         6

Instructor shall show the horizontal and

vertical milling machines. Brief the each part
of milling machines, ask the trainees to till the
parts name in Table - 1 for horizontal milling
machine and Table - 2 for vertical milling
machine.

• Trainees to note down the part names of both milling

machines

• Record the parts name in Table - 1 for horizontal

and Table 2 for vertical milling machine.

• Get it checked by instructor.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.67
Machinist - Milling

Demonstrate working principle of milling machine

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• movement of the slides manual and automatic
• run the machine in different spindle speed
• put ON and OFF the machine.

Job Sequence

• Identifiy the machine parts.

• Move the slides manually

• Set the different spindle speed.

• Practice on mounting of different arbor.

• Practice on automatic feed and rapid movement.

Sl.No Name of the parts Type of movement

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Table 1
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.68
Machinist - Milling

Set vice & job on the table of milling machine

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• align a machine vice on the table of the milling machine
• fix the workpiece in machine vice.

Job Sequence

Clean the vice base and the machine table top, free from
dust for seating.

Place the vice at the middle of the table with maximum
support to avoid falling off of the vice. (Fig 1)

Position the ‘T’ bolts into the ‘T’ slot. (Fig 1) While shifting
the vice towards the slots ensure that there is 1mm to 2mm
clearance between the ‘T’ bolt and the vice slot to allow for
adjustment.

Position the dial indicator with the magnetic base firmly on
the reference surface (X). (Fig 3).

Tighten all the ‘T’ bolt nuts by hand.

Clamp the parallel block in the vice. (Fig 2) Set the vice
such that the jaws are at right angle to the direction of cut.
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Check the alignment after clamping, and adjust, if
necessary.

Lubricate the vice screw and the slide ways.

Place one of the larger surfaces of the workpiece on the
parallel to prevent its downward movement while machine.

Ensure that the workpiece is projecting the vice jaws by
about 3 to 5 mm more than the total depth of cut. This
avoids resetting of the job now and then also it prevents the
vice jaws, tools and workpiece from damage.

Place a rod of diameter 6 to 15mm between the middle of
the unfinished side and the movable jaw. This gives line
contact between the job and prevents lifting off the workpiece.
(Fig 5).

Engage the dial indicator stylus on one end of the parallel.
(Fig 3) Ensure that the dial indicator and stand do not foul
anywhere.

Adjust the position of the dial pressure and set the reading
to zero on one end of the parallel.

Move the table so that the dial indicator is at the other end
of the parallel. (Fig 4) observe the pointer movement.

If  the pointer deviates from zero, adjust the vice by gentle
tapping in the direction as needed.  (Fig 4) Ensure that the
plunger is not lifted while tapping.

Repeat the step until the dial indicator reads zero along the
length.

Tighten the vice clamping nuts without disturbing the
setting.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.2.68

Tighten the workpiece.

Tap the workpiece gently with a soft hammer for seating on
the parallel. Ensure that the parallel block does not shake.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.69
Machinist - Milling

Set arbor on the spindle of milling machine

Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mount arbor on the machine spindle of milling machine.

Job Sequence

Clean the spindle nose of the machine. (Fig 2)

For cleaning, use soft cloth free from dust, chips etc. to
avoid scratches on the surface.

Hold the arbor and ensure that the arbor notches fit on to
the nose of the tenon to get the drive. (Fig 3)

Tighten the draw - bar from the rear side of the spindle
and secure the arbor into machine by  tightening the lock
- nut. (Fig 4)

Unscrew and remove the nut from the arbor end by rotating
it in the clockwise direction. (Fig 5)

Set the lowest available spindle speed to avoid free rotation
of the spindle nose.

Ensure that the machine is switched off. Consult your
instructor.

Select the arbor with correct diameter and taper to suit
the machine spindle nose.

Clean the internal thread and taper portion of the arbor.
(Fig 1)
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Job Sequence

Remove the spacers and bearing bushes and clean them.
(Fig 1)

Insert enough spacers on to the arbor so that the last
spacer extends over the rear edge of the workpiece. This
will enable you to fix the cutter in the middle of the
workpiece  for milling. (Fig 2)

Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.70
Machinist - Milling

Set the cutter on arbor

Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to

• mount and position the cutter on milling machine arbor.

Slide on more spacers until one or two threads on the
arbor screw are covered so that the spacers are pressed
while tightening.If not, the cutter may not be tightened
sufficiently.

Tighten the arbor nut by hand. (Fig 5)

Ensure that the key is placed into the keyway, and milling
cutter.

Slide the bearing bush on to the arbor. (Fig 4)

Clean the side and face the cutter and the bore of the -
cutter.

Select the key to suit the cutter keyway.

Place the cutter on the arbor such that the direction of
rotation of the cutter is in the opposite direction of the job
feed for up-milling at the initial stage. Depending upon
the condition of the machine, down-milling may be
performed at a later stage of practice. (Fig 3)
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Carefully slide the arbor support. (Fig 6)

Ensure that the bearing bush extends equally
on both sides of the arbor for uniform support.

Tighten the arbor nut and switch on the machine and
check visually that the cutter runs true. (Fig 7)

The milling machine, like  all machine tools,
should be cleaned after each work period. A
medium width paint brush may be used to
remove the accumulated chips.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.2.70
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.71
Machinist - Milling

Safety points to be observed while working on a milling machine

Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• adopt the safe procedures while working on milling machine.

Do not use this machine unless a instructor
has instructed you in its safe use and
operation and has given permission.

• Safety glasses must be worn at all times in work areas.

• Appropriate footwear with substantial uppers must be
worn.

• Rings and jewellery must not be worn

• Long and loose hair must be contained.

• Close fitting/protective clothing must be worn.

• Gloves must not be worn when using this machine

- Use a cutter guard wherever possible.

- Do not take any measurement while the machine is in
running condition i.e stop the machine first and then
take measurement.

- Use proper feeds and depth of   cuts avoid heavier
feeds and cuts.

- Before taking any cut ensure that the job is properly
clamped.

- Clean the cutter or workpiece while the machine is in
still position.

- Do not use machine table as storage space for
spanners, mallets and other tools. These tools may
fall down and injure the workmen when the machine
table is moving.

- While using cutting fluid or lubricant directly from the
machine, make sure that the flow pipe outlet is well
clear of the milling cutter.

- Do not fix a heavier job than recommended for the
mahine.

- Check the job for proper clamping.

- Use a piece of cloth for protection of the cutter and
your hands when handling the milling cutter.

- Do not be distracted or talk to others while operating
the machine.

- Only remove chips using gentle air blasting or chip
brushess.

- Be aware of cutting tools.

- Never reach any where over around or near any rotating
cutters.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.72
Machinist - Milling

Demonstrate up milling and down milling process

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the cutter on the arbor and decide the direction of rotation
• set the job correctly on the vice
• mill the surface by up milling
• mill the surface by down milling.

Job Sequence

The two operating procedures are distinguished by the
directions in which the teeth of the cutter and the feed of
the workpiece move.

TASK 1: Up-cut milling

The most commonly used method of feeding is to bring the
work against the direction of rotation of the cutter. (Fig.1)
This is otherwise known as convention milling.  This is the
most commonly used method.

In up-milling the removal of chip by each cutting edge
starts at the thinnest part of the chip (a) and progresses

to the thickest part. (Fig 2)  The cutting edge slides in the
material before it starts to cut. This scraping causes a
good deal of heat and wear on the cutter. As the cutter
teeth emerge from the material, the accumulated cutting
forces are suddenly released.

The cutter and workpiece suddenly spring apart, the
machine chatters, and the material surface is flawed by
ripples. The spindle for the milling is tensioned in the
direction of the feed. The forces involved are taken up by
the flank of the thread in contact.

TASK 2: Down-cut milling

In down-milling or climb-milling the feed moves in the same
direction as the rotation of the cutter. (Fig 3)

In this method, chip removal starts at the thickest part.
The cutter cuts into the material straightway and does not
slide. (Fig 4)  As a result less heat is developed and there
is less wear on the cutter.

In this method, the workpiece is pressed down on the work
table by the cutting pressure and thus prevents the
workpiece from lifting. (Fig.5) This is an advantage,
especially when milling long workpieces.

Because in climb-milling the cutter is pulling the workpiece,
it should only be carried out on a machine having a
‘backlash eliminator’. This is because the backlash
eliminator takes up any clearance in the feed drive
mechanism and prevents the cutter from being pulled
along.

If down-milling is tried on a machine without a backlash
eliminator, the workpiece will move along in a series of
jerks (Fig 6), resulting in very poor finish and even breakage
of the cutter.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.73
Machinist - Milling

Sequence of milling six faces of a solid block

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the workpiece on a horizontal milling machine
• mill six faces  perpendicular to each other
• maintain the size of the workpiece.

Job Sequence

• Clamp the machine vice securely on the machine
table and align jaw parallel to the coloumn.

• Fasten the cutter in the machine.

• Set the required RPM

• Place surface ‘C’ on the parallel block, clamp the
job. Ensure that the parallel block dose not move.

• Mill surface ‘A’ flat. (Fig 1).

• Keep surface ‘A’ against the  fixed jaw and surface
D on the parallel block.

• In the middle of the surface C, a round rod is kept
between the job and the movable jaw for line contact
to avoid lifting of the job. This roller enables for
maintaining squareness of the surfaces A&B.
(Fig 2)

• Mill surface ‘B’ at right angle to surface ‘A’. (Fig 2)
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• Keep the surface ‘A’ on the parallel blocks and butt
the surface B to the fixed jaw.

• Place a round rod in between movable jaw and surface
D.

• Mill surface C maintaining the size of 46mm (Fig 3).

• Keep surface C on the parallel blocks.

• Set the work, projecting it atleast 10mm from the sides
of the vice.

• Mill surface ‘D’ maintaining a size of 46 mm (Fig 4)

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.2.73

• Keep surface ‘C’ on the parallel blocks (Fig 5)

• Set side and face milling cutter and mill the surface ‘E’
(Fig 6)

• Set the RPM for side and face cutter.

• Mill the ‘F’ side by the side and face cutter and maintain
the size (Fig 7)

• Deburr the job and check all the dimensions.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.74
Machinist - Milling

Check the accuracy with the help of try square and vernier height gauge

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• check the flatness with try square
• check the squareness with  try square
• check the height with the vernier height gauge.

Job Sequence

TASK 1: Checking flatness with try square

During the initial stages of filing the evenness of the surface

can be visually observed to a reasonable degree of

perfection from the surface texture of diagonal filing.

To ensure perfection, the surface should be checked with

a straight edge. To do this, the blade of a try square can

serve as a straight edge.

Flatness should be checked in all directions so as to

cover the entire surface. Light gap will indicate high and

low spots. (Fig 1)

Checking sequareness

While checking for squareness, the large finished surface

is taken as a reference surface. (Fig 2)

Ensure that the reference surface is finished perfectly

before filing other surfaces.

Burrs, if any, should removed before checking with a try

square.

TASK 2: Check the accuracy with the help of vernier height gauge

• Keep the job on the surface table

• Set the vernier height gauge on the surface table

• Zero set the instrument using the offset scribes

• Zero setting of the instrument is at a level above the
datum surface for using the straight scriber.

• Check the height of the job to a accuracy of ± 0.02mm.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.75
Machinist - Milling

Perform step milling using side and face cutter checking with depth
micrometer

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
•  lay out the job as per drawing with a vernier height gauge
•  set the job in the machine vice for machining
•  mount a side and  face cutter on the arbor
•  mill steps on the job
•  check the dimensions of the steps using a depth micrometer.

• Set the r.p.m. of the cutter near to 50.

• Clamp the job in the machine vice to mill all the steps
in one setting.

• Align the cutter and the job for milling the step.

• Mill the steps in sequence and check with a depth
micro meter.

Mill the relief groove before grinding for
grinding purpose.

• Drill relief hold Ø3 mm at the junction of steps.

Job Sequence

• Check the dimensions of the block. (Deburr, if
necessary)

• Mark the steps on the block (steps) as per the
dimensions and punch witness marks.

• Align the machine vice with reference to the column
using dial indicator.

• Mount a Ø32 mm long arbor and a side and face
milling cutter of Ø125x16x32mm bore for the
horizontal milling machine.
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Skill Sequence

Mill steps on plain milling machine

Objective: This shall help you to
• mill steps on plain milling machine.

Align and mount the plain machine vice on the machine
such that the vice jaws are parallel to the column.

Mark the job as per drawing and punch witness marks.

Hold the job in the machine vice.

Clamp the job in the machine vice such that all
the steps can be machined in one setting.
(Fig 1) If the job cannot be accommodated on
the plain milling machine, step mill on the
vertical milling machine.

Mount the long arbor and the side and face milling cutter.

Ensure that (D - S)/2 is 5 to 6 mm more than the maximum
depth to be machined.

D = diameter of the cutter

S = outside diameter of the spacers

The gap of 5 to 6 mm is provided to avoid fouling of the
spacers with the job while machining. (Fig 2)

Set the machine for up-milling.

Calculate and select suitable r.p.m. for the cutter.

Stick tissue paper (T) on the side face of the job. (Fig 3)

Raise the vertical slide such that the upper surface of the
job is 10 to 15 mm above the cutter.

Move the table and bring the tissue paper side of the job
parallel to the side of the cutter with a gap of 5 to 6 mm.
(Fig 4)

Start the spindle.

Move the cross-slide slowly till the tissue paper is just
displaced from its position.

Stop the machine as soon as the tissue paper slips.

Lock the cross-slide.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.2.75
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Adjust the graduated scale to zero of the cross-slide.

This is the datum in one axis for milling the
steps horizontally.

Stick the tissue paper on the top surface of the job.

Clear the workpiece from the cutter and set the cutter
10-15 mm above the top surface of the job.

Start the machine.

Raise the workpiece  slowly and manually till the job just
touches the cutting edges and the tissue paper slips away
by the rotation of the cutter. (Fig 5)

Stop the machine as soon as the tissue paper slips.

Adjust the graduated scale to zero of the vertical slide.

This is the datum in another axis for milling the
steps vertically.

Unlock the vertical slide.

Clear the job from the cutter.

Take care that the datum, set for both the axes,
is not disturbed.

Set the coolant nozzle towards the cutter.

Depending upon the condition of the machine,
rough milling is possible by using a heavy
feed, with a depth of cut from 5 to 10 mm and
a low cutting speed.  Rough milling is done to
remove surplus material in the shortest time.
Consult the instructor when and if necessary.

Rough mill the steps a,b,c in that order. (Fig 6)

Leave 0.5 mm allowance of material on both the axes for
the final finish.

While machining observe for abnormal noise, vibration of
job or cutter and bad surface finish.  If you are in doubt stop
the machine and check that the

- job is tightened firmly, without any shake

- cutter is tightened securely without play

- cutter teeth are not blunt.

Ensure defect-free machining condition, restart the machine
and complete the rough milling operation.

Clear the job from the cutter and deburr the job.

Measure the job and confirm that that 0.5 material is left
for final finishing.

Set the machine and complete the steps to the final
dimension and finish to a smooth surface by automatic
feed.

A fine finish is achieved by relatively high
cutting speed and fine feed - check the
dimension after completion of each step -
consult the instructor.

Stop the machine and deburr the job.

Remove the job and measure for its size.

Stop the machine before attempting to make
adjustments or measurements.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.2.75
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.76
Machinist - Milling

Perform slot milling using side and face cutter

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the job in the machine vice for machining
• align the job with respect to the cutter
• mill the slot to an accuracy of ± 0.04 mm
• check the width of the slot using a vernier caliper
• check the depth of the slot using a vernier depth gauge.
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Job Sequence

• Check the dimensions of the block, 100 x 50 x 50mm.

• Machine the block to the dimension of  96 x 46 x 46mm.

• Mark the groove as per drawing and punch witness
marks.

• Hold the job on the machine vice using parallel blocks.

• Mount the side face milling cutter 100 x 12 x 27 mm
bore at the centre of the arbor and set the spindle speed
to 100 r.p.m.

• Align the workpiece with reference to the cutter.

• Mill the slot in the middle of the job giving a depth of cut
of 4 mm up to a depth of 21 mm. (Fig 1)

• Offset the job towards the column by 2.0 mm (Fig 2) and
mill the width to 14.0 mm (Fig 2). Offset the job away
from the column by 5 mm and mill the slot to 17 mm.
(Fig 3)

• Check the size of the slot.

• Reset the job and mill a slot of 25 x 10 on the opposite
side. (Fig 4)

• Deburr and measure.

Skill Sequence

Mill a slot by side and face milling cutter

Objective: This shall help you to
• mill a slot by a side and face milling cutter.

Deburr and clean the workpiece.

Mark the job as per drawing and punch witness marks on
the lines.

Mount the plain machine vice on the plain milling machine
such that the  vice jaws are parallel to the column.

Select the cutter size.

The width of the cutter should be less than the width of the
slot required.

Calculate the diameter of the cutter approximately, using
the following thumb rule.

Select the nearest higher diameter available.

Dia. of cutter/2 = (depth of slot + bore dia./2 + 20) x 2.

Mount the long arbor and the side and face milling cutter
on the machine.

Ensure that the cutter is mounted at the middle of the arbor
to facilitate the free traverse of the cross-slide.

Clamp the job with its marked surface on the top, between
the vice jaws firmly.

Keep the job on the pair of parallels in such a way that the
top surface of the job is above the top surface of the jaws
by 4 to 5 mm. (Fig 1)

Calculate the r.p.m. for the selected dia. of the side and
face cutter.

Calculate the feed per minute of the longitudinal traverse.

Set the r.p.m. and feed.

Stick tissue paper to the reference sides of the workpiece
and set the datum for the cross and vertical slides.

Set the cutter at the middle of the slot to (X+W/2) mm
taking reference from the side datum (cross-slide).
(Fig 2) W is width of the slot.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.2.76
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Set the depth of cut taking reference from the top surface
of the job.

Be sure that whenever the depth of  cut is
taken, the cutter is away from the job.

Keep 0.4 to 0.5 mm on  both the sides and depth of the slot
for final finish.

Lock the vertical and cross-slides.  Adjust the coolant
nozzle point on the cutter.

Start the machine and the coolant pump.

Move the longitudinal slide manually towards the cutter
such that the workpiece comes in  contact with the cutter
gently.  Sudden contact may damage the workpiece and
the cutter may break.

Mill the depth at the middle of the slot  leaving 0.4 to 0.5mm
for final finish. (Fig 3)

Move the cutter to the left to a distance of X + 0.5 mm and
mill the side of slot. (Fig 4)

Ensure that the datum is again set whenever
the cutter is changed or the job disturbed.

Move the cutter to the right to a distance of (X+W) =
0.5mm and mill the right side of the slot. (Fig 5)

Follow the above procedure and mill the slot to size.
(Fig 6)

Deburr the job.

Check the slot for dimension.

Be sure the holding device is mounted solidly
to the table and the work is held firmly. Spring
or vibration can cause thin cutters, like the
slitting saw, to jam and chatter.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.2.76
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.77
Machinist - Milling

Make ‘V’ Block using horizontal milling machine with accuracy ±0.02mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and punch as per drawing
• set slitting saw cutter
• set 90° double angle milling cutter on arbor
• cut angular  surface to an accuracy of ± 10 minutes
• check angle using vernier bevel protractor
• check dimensions using vernier caliper

• cut slots with an accuracy of ± 0.02mm.
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Job Sequence
• Machine the block flat and square, to size

50+40+40mm (Fig 1)

• Set the slitting saw 4mm width

• Hold the job on machine vice

• Mill the slot maintaining dimensions 18,18 and 4mm.
(Fig 3)

• Machine angular surface using 45 double angle cutter
both the sides.

• Cut slot (shaded portion)maintaining dimensions 15,10
and 5 mm on both sides (Fig 4) using 10mm width side
face cutter.

• Check the angular dimensions using vernier bevel
protractor.

Skill Sequence

Mill narrow groove by using slitting saw

Objective: This shall help you to
• mill a narrow groove by using a slitting saw.

Mark the job as per drawing to mill a narrow groove.

Mount a plain machine vice on a plain milling machine
such that the jaws are parallel to the column.

Set a pair of parallel blocks in such a way that the top
surface of the job is 5 to 6 mm above the top surface of
the jaws.This will help to measure the dimensions of the
slot  from the sides using  a vernier caliper.

Clamp the workpiece in the machine vice.

Select the slitting saw.

The thickness of the slitting saw sholud be equal to the
width  of the  groove.

The diameter must be sufficiently large so that the desired
depth can be achieved.

Check that the slitting saw is sharp and undamaged.

A blunt or damages slitting saw may create excessive
vibration and may result in the breakage of the slitting
saw.

Select the arbor having the same diameter as the bore of
the slitting saw.
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• Mark and punch the job as per drawing (Fig 2)

• Check the dimensions with vernier caliper

• Remove the burrs
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Mount the long arbor on the plain milling machine.

Mount the slitting saw on the centre of the arbor.(Fig 1)

Do not insert the key between the arbor and
slitting  saw, if the slitting saw is less than 4mm
thick.

The use of a key may result in the breakage of the slitting
saw if it gets jammed into the cut during cutting.

Select the cutting speed, the feed for the slitting saw
considering the material the saw is made of .

Calculate the r.p.m., and the feed/min.

Set the r.p.m. cutter rotation and table feed.

If a higher r.p.m. is set the cutting edges may
get blunt, and if a lower r.p.m. is set the cutting
time will be more.

Set the nearest lower speed and feed available if the
machine does not have the exact values.

By using a hand traverse of the vertical, cross and
longitudinal, position the work such that the slitting saw
is close to the top of the work. (Fig 2)

Set the workpiece under the slitting saw such that the
distance (x) is as indicated in the drawing.(Fig 3)

For this, move the cross-slide manually. Check ‘x’ distance
with a vernier depth gauge.

Ensure that the spindle is disengaged. This will
ensure that the spindle will not rotate
accidentally.

Lock the cross - slide.

Stick tissue paper on the top surface of the workpiece
and set the datum for the vertical slide.

Move the longitudinal slide so as to clear the cutter from
the workpiece. (Fig 4)

By moving the vertical slide upward, apply a depth of cut.
(Fig 5)

Lock the vertical slide.

If the depth of the groove is more by 3 to 4 times than that
of the thickness of the cutter (width of the groove), then
the total depth of the groove should not be achieved in the
first attempt. It should be completed with 2 to 3 passes.

Set the nozzle of the coolant pipe and start the coolant
pump.
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Start the spindle.

Mill the groove.

Observe the following points during grooving.

Apply only manual longitudinal feed. This facilitates
withdrawing the workpiece from the cutter if it jams into
the cut during cutting.

Ensure that there is no abnormal noise in the machine
during cutting.

If abnormal noise is generated:

- reduce the r.p.m and feed

- check the sharpness of the cutter

- Check the build up edge is generated in the teeth of
the  slitting saw.

Mill angular surface on horizontal milling machine

Objective: This shall help you to

• mill an angular surface on a horizontal milling machine.

Mark the workpiece as per drawing. Punch witness marks
on the lines. (Fig 1)

Mount a plain machine vice on a horizontal milling machine
such that the vice jaws remain parallel to the column.

Select pair of parallel blocks which will lift the workpiece,
bringing the top surface of the workpiece above the vice
jaws.

Clamp the workpiece in the machine vice.

Select an angular milling cutter.

Selection of the angular milling cutter
depends upon the  angle to be milled.

There are 90°, 60° equal angle cutters. And 45°,30° single
side angle cutters.

Here select 90°equal angle cutters. (Fig 2) The cutter
thickness should be more than the width of the ‘V’ groove.

Ensure that the cutter is sharp and
undamaged.

Select and mount the long arbor on the horizontal milling
machine spindle.

Mount an equal angle cutter of 90° on the long arbor.
(Fig.3)

Calculate the r.p.m for the given material and cutter. Set
the nearest lower speed and feed available on the
machine.

Use hand feed in vertical, longitudinal and cross directions

to position the workpiece such that the cutter is close to

the top surface of workpiece. (Fig 4)
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Move the table to its initial position. Check the dimension
(depth) by a vernier caliper. (Fig 6)

If required, take further cuts till the required depth is
achieved.

Deburr and remove the workpiece.

Keep the floor around the machine clear of
chips and wipe off spilled  cutting fluid
immediately. Use sawdust, sweeping or
special oil absorbing compound on slippery
floors.
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Measure the thickness of the cutter (T).

Find out the centre distance of the ‘V’ groove from the
edge[X].

Now Y = X - T/2.

Set the Y distance on the depth gauge or vernier caliper.
(Fig 5)

Use the cross - hand feed and adjust the workpiece such
that the cutter surface and the workpiece edge are at [Y]
distance.

Ensure the dimension with a vernier caliper depth gauge.

Set the spindle to clockwise direction. (Fig 6)

Set the datum at the top surface using tissue paper. (Fig.7)

Move the table to the left hand side to clear the cutter and
workpiece. (Fig 8)

Unlock the vertical slide.

Set the depth of cut of 2 mm by vertical hand feed.

Lock  the vertical slide.

Adjust the coolant nozzle and  start the coolant pump.

Start the machine spindle.

Move the table to the right hand side slowly and mill the
groove by rotating the longitudinal hand wheel manually.
(Fig 9)
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Stop the spindle.

Move the table to the left hand side to clear the cutter
from the workpiece.

Check the position of the ‘V’ groove layout for any error.
(Fig 10)

Adjust the cross -side to correct the error.

Lock the cross - slide.

Unlock  the  vertical slide and set final depth by rotating
the  vertical slide manually. (Fig 11)

Lock the vertical slide.

Start the machine spindle and mill the ‘V’ groove.
(Fig 12)

Apply automatic feed if your machine permits.
If not, apply  manual feed.

Stop the machine spindle.

De - clamp and deburr the sharp edges at the milled

surface.

Check the ‘V’ groove for the following parameters.

 Central position

 Depth of groove

Be thoroughly familiar with the placement of

the stop lever.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.78
Machinist - Milling

Make concave surfaces with an accuracy ± 0.02mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to

• layout the job as per the drawing using a vernier height gauge and spring divider
• align the job with respect to the cutter
• mill a concave surface and check the concave surface using a radius gauge.

Job Sequence

• Check the dimensions of the job.

• Lay out the job for concave milling as per drawing.

• Hold the job in the vice for milling the concave surface.

• Mount the convex milling cutter of Ø90 x 10R x 27mm
bore on the arbor and set the spindle speed to 60
r.p.m.

• Align the job such that the cutter width is symmetrical
with the centre line of the concave marking, and mill
the concave surface. (Fig 1)

• Deburr the job and measure by a radius gauge.
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Skill Sequence

Mill a form concave surface on plain milling

Objective: This shall help you to
• mill a concave surface on plain milling machine.

Mark the job as per drawing and put witness marks.

Mount a plain machine vice at the middle of the table on
the milling machine such that the jaws are perpendicular
to the column.

Hold the workpiece in the vice on a pair of parallel blocks
such that the profile marking is 10 to 15 mm above the vice
jaw surface.

Select a convex milling cutter which suits the form of the
workpiece.

Ensure that the cutter is sharp and undamaged.

Calculate the r.p.m. feed per minute and set on the
machine.

Mount the selected cutter on the arbor of the plain milling
machine.

Set the nearest lower r.p.m. for form cutters.

If a higher r.p.m. is set chatter marks may
appear on the cut surface.

Bring the job to the  central position with respect to the
centre.  This is to be done visually, and be confirmed after
cutting a shallow cut. (Fig 1)

If any error is found adjust the work suitably.

Clear the job from the cutter to do ‘up-milling’.  The job is
to be fed against the cutter rotation.  In form milling, if the
surface in contact is more,  more cutting force is required.
In down-milling the cutter may tend to slip over the job.

Lock the cross-slide.

Apply 1 mm depth of cut and lock the vertical slide.

Set the coolant nozzle and start the coolant pump.

Start the spindle.

Feed the job against the cutter rotation by rotating the
longitudinal slide. (Fig 2)

Stop the machine.

After completion of the first cut, return the workpiece to its
original position. Confirm the form whether if it is in the
centre as per the marking.  If it is not do the necessary
adjustment by moving the cross- slide and lock the cross
slide.

Unlock the vertical slide.

Apply 4 to 5 mm depth of cut for rough milling.

Start the spindle.

Rough out the form by feeding the longitudinal slide
against the rotation of the cutter.

Stop the spindle.

Clear the job from the cutter.

Unlock the vertical slide.

Apply the necessary depth of cut.

Reset the feed at a low rate of [0.02 to 0.03 mm/tooth] for
finishing the profile.

Start the spindle.

Bring the job near to the cutter longitudinally and set the
automatic feed.

After completion of the cut, disengage the auto-feed and
stop the machine, deburr and check the form of the profile
using a gauge. (Fig 3)

De-clamp the job.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.79
Machinist - Milling

Make convex surfaces with an accuracy ± 0.02mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• layout the job as per the drawing using a vernier height gauge and spring dividers
• align the job with respect to the cutter
• mill a convex surface and check the convex surface using a radius gauge.

Job Sequence

• Set and hold the job for convex milling.

• Mount two side and face milling cutters of the same
size ø100 x 15 x 27 mm bore with a spacer of 20mm
in between for straddle milling. Set the speed to 90
r.p.m.

• Align the job with reference to the cutter and mill the
job by straddle milling to a depth of 10 mm in two
passes of 5 mm each. (Fig 1)

• Replace the cutter with a concave milling cutter ø90
x 10R x 27 mm bore and set the speed at 60 r.p.m.

• Align the job with reference to the cutter and mill the
convex surface. (Fig 2)

• Deburr the job and measure by a radius gauge.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.80
Machinist - Milling

Straddle milling operation with an accuracy ± 0.02mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• layout the job as per the drawing with a vernier height gauge
• set the job on the vice for straddle milling
• mount two sides and face milling cutters on the arbor for straddle milling
• straddle-mill the job to an accuracy ± 0.02mm
• check the size and the steps with a vernier caliper and vernier depth gauge.

Job Sequence

• Check the dimensions of the block. (Job)

• Blocking up as per drawing.

• Mark the dimensions as per drawing and punch
witness marks.

• Hold the job on a machine vice such that the job will
be 10mm above the vice jaw.

• Mount two side and face cutters of size Ø100x 12x
32mm bore for straddle milling with a spacer of 15
mm size.

• Set the r.p.m. closer to 70.

• Align the job with reference to the cutter.

• Mill in two stages (Fig 1) by giving a depth of cut of
4mm each.

• Deburr and measure the dimensions.
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Skill Sequence

Mount cutter for straddle milling and straddle mill

Objective: This shall help you to
• mount a cutter for a straddle milling.

Set up the plain machine vice on the machine table

Hold the job in the machine vice.

Ensure that burrs are removed from the job by
using a smooth flat file before holding.

While holding the job. ensure that the longer side of the
job is always kept parallel to the jaw plates irrespective of
the position of the slots to be milled. This gives maximum
grip to the workpiece. (Fig 1)

Select spacing collars to make up the dimension between
the inner edges of the  slots to be cut.

In the case of plain side and face cutters, the length of
the collar shall be equal to the distance between the inner
edges of the slots. (Fig 2)

In the case of staggered tooth side and face cutters
calculate the length of space considering the tooth
offset.(Fig 3)

Fix the long arbor in the machine spindle.

Mount the cutters on the arbor with spacers in between.

Ensure that both the cutters are of the same
type and dimension and have a right hand
helix.

Be sure to insert key into both the cutters.

Calculate the r.p.m and set the spindle speed.

Set  to the nearest lower speed available if the  machine
does not have the exact value.

Position the cutters in line with the slots to be  cut by
adjusting the table. (Fig 4)

Start the spindle.

Raise the work table until the cutters just touch the top
surface of the workpiece. Confirm visually that the cut is
exactly in line within the slots; if it is  not in line, adjust
the table. (Fig 5)

Set the vertical scale to zero.

Move the table  to bring the cutters clear of the workpiece.

Stop the spindle.

Set the longitudinal feed stops so that the cutters will
clear each end of the workpiece. (Fig 6)

Set the depth of cut using vertical hand feed.

Lock the vertical slide.
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Position  the coolant pipe and guard.

Start the spindle.

Put on the safety goggles.

Calculate the correct feed.

Select the nearest lower feed available if the machine
does not have the exact value.

Engage the coolant pump.

Mill the slot and feed the table up to 5 to 10mm. (Fig 7)

Stop the spindle and move the table longitudinally back
to the initial position.

Deburr the edges and measure the distance between the
slots by a vernier caliper.

Ensure that the dimension is correct.

- If not check the length of the space between the
cutters.

- Replace the spacers of correct size. If spacers of the
correct size are not available grind the face of the
spacer. (Fig.8)

Start the machine and mill the slots.

Stop the spindle when the automatic table feed stops.

Clear away the chips from the slot.

Return the table to the initial position.

Check the depth and take further cuts until the required
depth is accomplished.

Remove the burrs from the edges of the slots.

Check the workpiece dimensions with the help of a vernier
caliper. (Fig 9)

Avoid close proximity to the rotating cutter
always. Otherwise you may injure yourself.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.81
Machinist - Milling

Gang milling operation with an accuracy ± 0.02mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to

• layout the job as per the drawing with a vernier height gauge
•  set the job on the vice for gang milling
•  mount the cutters for gang milling.

Job Sequence

Mount machine vice perpendicular to the column on a
horizontal milling machine.

Mark the job as per drawing. Put witness mark on the
lines (Fig 1)

Ensure that the workpiece projects
sufficiently above the vice jaw to avoid
damage to the vice jaw and resetting of the
workpiece.

Select the suitable form and diameters of milling cutter
having the same bore diameter.

Select and mount the long arbor on the horizontal milling
machine.

Keeping in view the drawing and dimensions, hold the
cutter on the machine.

Calculate the speed and feed for gang milling.

Consider the average diameter for calculating
the r.p.m.

Set a lower  range of r.p.m. for gang milling.

Set the datum to the reference sides for the vertical and
cross-slides. (Fig 2)
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Lock the cross-slides. Clear the workpiece from the
cutters by moving the longitudinal side to the  left side.

Apply 2 to 3 mm depth of cut using the vertical slide.
Start the spindle and the coolant pump.

Move the longitudinal slide to bring the workpiece in
contact with the cutter. Feed the workpiece slowly. (Fig.3)
Use manual feed to avoid any jerks on the machine or
cutter. See to it that sufficient coolant flows on the cutter
to avoid blunting of the cutting edges.

After completion of the cut, stop the spindle.

Rewind the longitudinal slide to its original position. Apply
another rough cut between 3 to 4 mm and complete
roughing of the profile. By applying 0.5 to 0.8 mm depth

of cut finish the profile.
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For the finishing cut, use automatic feed to get a better

surface finish at the profile.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.82
Machinist - Milling

Make dovetail fitting (male & female) on milling machine with an accuracy ±
0.02mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• lay out the job as per the drawing using vernier height gauge and vernier bevel protractor
• mount and align the job with respect to the cutter
• mill the internal and external dovetails to an accuracy of ± 0.02 mm

• check the dimensions of the internal and external dovetails using rollers and assemble it.
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Job Sequence (Part ‘A’)

• Mark the dovetail as per drawing

• Calculate the r.p.m for the selected cutter and set it.

• Set a end mill cutter with collet chuck on vertical
machine spindle.

• Set the workpiece on the machine vice.

• Set the datum on the top surface of the block using
tissue paper.

• Cut the slot 36 x 15.6mm between the dovetail marking.

• Set the dovetail cutter for clockwise direction on
vertical milling machine by changing end mill cutter.

• Set the datum on the bottom surface of the slot using
tissue paper

• Set the vertical surface  also by touching the edge of
the dovetail cutter 60° x 25 mm shank dia.

• Cut first side and then another side  cut of the dovetail
with dovetail cutter.

• Check the size ofdovetails with rollers and vernier
caliper.

Job Sequence (Part ‘B’)

• Mark the dovetail as per drawing.

• Calculate the r.p.m for the selected cutter and set it.

• Set the end mill cutter on vertical milling machine
spindle.

• Set the block on the vice of vertical milling machine.

• Touch the vertical surfaces of the block by end mill
cutter and cut shoulders 13x15.6mm both side of the
block.

• Set the dovetail cutter for clockwise direction on vertical
milling machine changing end mill cutter.

• Set the datum on the surface of the block using tissue
paper.

• Set the vertical surface by touching the edge of the
dovetail cutter 60° x 25 mm cut first side dovetail then
another side of the dovetail upto punch line.

• Check the dovetail by rollers method.

• Fit the job with female part of the dovetail

(Part- A).

Skill Sequence

Mount dovetail cutter and mill external and internal dovetail on vertical milling

Objective: This shall help you to
• mill internal and external dovetail.

Internal dovetail

Mark the job as per drawing and put witness marks.

Mount the machine vice such that the vice jaws are
perpendicular to the column.

If the length of the job is more than the width of the vice
jaws, mount the vice such that the jaws are parallel to the
column.  And if the length of the job is smaller than the
width of the vice jaws mount the machine vice such that
the jaws are perpendicular to the column.

Hold the job in the machine vice on the pair of parallel
blocks (C) such that the bottom surface remains 5 to
6 mm above the vice jaws (B). (Fig 1)

Mill the central slot by the end mill cutter.

Select the dovetail cutter to suit the dovetail groove
dimensions.

Mount the collet chuck on the vertical milling machine.

Hold the dovetail cutter in the collet chuck and tighten it
using a hook spanner.

Ensure that the cutter is sharp and not damaged.

Ensure that the cutter is not gripped overhung.

Calculate the r.p.m. for selected cutter and set it.

Calculate the feed per minute to the selected cutter, and
set to the nearest lower feed available.

Set the cutter for clockwise rotation.

Position the workpiece so that the cutter is over the
previously milled slot.

Set the datum on the bottom surface of the slot (Fig 2)
using tissue paper.
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Set the longitudinal feed stops so that the cutter will clear
each end of the workpiece. (Fig 5)

Engage the longitudinal feed and mill the dovetail.  When
the feed stops, stop the spindle.  Return the table to the
starting position.

Calculate the roller dimensions using 6 mm rollers.

Check the dimension (X
1
)  by vernier calipers and roller.

(Fig 7)

Clear the workpiece from the cutter by moving the
longitudinal slide. (Fig 4)

Find out the difference between the actual dimension and
the calculated dimension.

Unlock the cross slide.

Adjust the cross slide so as to get the calculated dimension.

Lock the cross slide.

Start the spindle.

Move the longitudinal slide manually and mill the dovetail.

Stop the spindle.

Bring the workpiece to its original position.

Check the roller dimensions (X1) and confirm.

Mill the opposite dovetail following the required   steps.

Ensure that the feed is from the opposite side of the
previous  one to adopt up-milling.

Check (Y
1
) dimension by using  a  6 mm dia. roller and

vernier caliper. (Fig 8)

External dovetail

Mark the job as per the drawing and put witness marks on
it.

Set the datum at the vertical face of the slot by touching
the edge of the dovetail cutter. (Fig 3)

Unlock the cross-slide.

Use the hand cross-feed and set the depth of cut for the
first roughing cut of about 1to 5 mm. (Fig 6)

Lock the cross-slide.

If the depth to be milled is more than 5 mm then rough out
the dovetail in two passes.

Adjust the coolant nozzle directing it towards the cutting
edges.

Start the spindle and coolant pump.
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Take the workpiece to the left side to clear from the cutter.

Apply a depth of cut (0.2 to 0.3 mm) depending upon the
material to be rough cut by rotating the cross-slide.

Lock the cross-slide.

Move the longitudinal slide slowly towards the rotating
cutter and rough cut the dovetail on one side.

Stop the spindle.

Calculate the roller dimension X3 and check it with a
vernier caliper.

Use a 6 or 8 mm dia. roller. (Fig 10)

Adjust the cross-slide to get the correct calculated
dimension.

Start the spindle.

Move the longitudinal slide towards the cutter and finish
the dovetail.

Check X
3
 dimension by using 6 or 8 roller.

Calculate X
4
 dimension using a 6 or 8 roller.

Mill the opposite dovetail following the necessary steps.

Check X
4
 dimension by using 6 or 8 dia. roller.

(Fig 11)

Deburr and remove the job.

Mount the dovetail cutter in the collet chuck and tighten.

Calculate and set the r.p.m. and feed for the dovetail
cutter.

Set the datum at the bottom surface of the step and the
vertical face of the step, using tissue paper.
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Mount the plain milling vice on the vertical milling such
that the vice jaws are perpendicular to the column.

Hold the job in the vice on a pair of parallel blocks. The
bottom surface of the dovetail marking should remain 5
to 6 mm above the vice jaws.

Mount the collet chuck on the vertical milling
machine.

Mill the hatched portion using an end mill cutter by
maintaining X

2
 and Y

2
 dimension to suit the dovetail

groove dimensions. (Fig 9)
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.83
Machinist -  Milling

Make T-slot fitting (male & female) on milling machine with on accuracy ±
0.02mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to

• layout male and female ‘T’ slot using vernier height gauge
• mill female ‘T’ slot on vertical milling machine
• mill male ‘T’ slot

• match part ‘A’ with part ‘B’.
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Job Sequence (Part ‘A’)

• Mark the ‘T’ slot as per the drawing.

• Mount and align the vice on the vertical milling ma-
chine.

• Hold the job in the vice supported with parallel blocks.
(Fig 1)

• Mount the ‘T’ slot cutter Ø25 x12 mm on the machine
with an adapter and collets.

• Align the job for ‘T’ slot milling with respect to the
cutter. (Fig 2)

• Set the spindle nearest to 275 r.p.m.

• Mill the ‘T’ slot on the left side to size. (Fig 2)

• Deburr and check the size.

• Mill the ‘T’ slot on the right side to size. (Fig 3)

• Deburr and check the dimensions of the ‘T’ slot with a
telescopic gauge and a 25 to 50 mm outside microme-
ter.

Job Sequence (Part ‘B’)

• Mark the 'T' as per drawing

• Mount and align the vice on the horizontal milling
machine.

• Hold the job in the vice supported with parallel blocks.

• Cut the both side of the block by side and face milling
cutter on horizontal milling machine.

• Mount a 'T' slot cutter of Ø25 x 12 mm into the vertical
milling machine  spindle

• Set the r.p.m near to 275

• Mill the 'T' on the vertical milling machine check the
dimension of the 'T' slot with vernier caliper and out
side micrometer.

• Fitting the job with the female part of part A.

Mill a ‘T’ slot on vertical milling machine

Objective: This shall help you to
• mill a ‘T’ slot on a vertical milling machine.

Mark the workpiece as per drawing. Remove burrs if any.

Mount the plain machine vice on the table with its jaws
parallel to the column.

Keep the workpiece on a pair of parallel blocks such that
the workpiece is above the jaws of the vice.

Clamp the workpiece.

Mill the slot as per the given dimension.

Select a ‘T’ slot cutter to match the ‘T’ slot dimensions to
be cut.

Check if the cutter is sharp and undamaged.

Select a collet of the same size as that of the  cutter shank
and set the cutter in the chuck. (Fig 1)
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Start the spindle for a while to ensure that the
cutter is running true and in the correct
direction, and stop the spindle.

Set the datum for the top and side using tissue paper.
(Figs 2 and 3)

Set the spindle speed and table feed.

Move the table to clear the cutter from the workpiece by
using the hand cross-feed after fixing the datum.

Position the table to correct dimension (L+D/2), using
hand cross-feed, so that the cutter is into the centre of the
‘T’ slot. (Fig 4)

Lock the cross-slide.

Use a vertical slide and raise the table to bring the cutter
to correct depth of the ‘T’ slot.

Lock the vertical slide.

Set the longitudinal feed stops so that the cutter will clear
both ends of the workpiece.

Start the spindle.

Ensure that the guard is in position and safety
goggles are put on.  This is required for personal
safety.

Use longitudinal hand feed and move the table slowly until
the cutter begins to cut the workpiece. (Fig 5)

Ensure that the table movement is gentle and smooth to
avoid damage to the cutter.

Start the coolant.

Engage the longitudinal feed and mill the slot.

Ensure that the chips collecting in the slot are carried
away by the flow of the coolant while the slot is being cut.
In ‘T’ slot milling blocked chips may cause breakage of the
cutter.

Stop the spindle when the feed stops.

Clear away the chips.

Deburr the slot.

Clear the slot and check the dimension.

Repeat the process, if more than one slot are to be milled.

Put all the oily rags, used to wipe  the machine,
in a metal container that can be closed tightly.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.2.83
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.84
Machinist - Milling

Demonstrate indexing head

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to

• identify the different types of indexing
• identify the parts of a universal indexing head.

Job Sequence

• Mount the indexing head on the machines and
demonstrate.

• Indentify the parts of indexing head and write it in the
table.

Sl.No    Name of parts

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Table 1
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Job Sequence

A dividing head is used to hold workpieces that
must be machined with accurate division on
the circumference.

The universal dividing head is the type most
commonly used.

Clean the table top and Tee slots thoroughly.

Insert a rod of suitable length through the head spindle to
protrude 75 to 100 mm at each end and tighten the chuck
on the bar.

Sling the head with a strong rope. (Fig 1)

Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.85
Machinist - Milling

Set and align indexing head with reference to job on milling machine

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
•  mount and align the dividing head

•  set the dividing head for direct indexing.

Lift the indexing head with help of crane and position it on
the milling machine table.

The rope should be free from wear.  The crank
hook should be at the centre of the head to
balance the head.  Stand clear when lifting to
avoid any injury to you in case of an accident.

Keep your hands clear of the bottom of the
dividing head when lowering the head.

Setting head horizontal

‘Zero’ the index scale.

Insert the tapered shank test-bar in the spindle, making
sure both are clean. (Fig 3)

Disengage the worm from the worm-wheel for rapid indexing.

Set the dial indicator as shown in Fig 4.

Clean the base of the dividing head.

Lower the head gently and engage the tenons in the table
slot and tighten the securing bolt. (Fig 2)

Rotate the head manually to ensure the bar is running true.

Take a reading with the dial indicator as near the spindle
nose as possible. (Fig 5)-A

Take the reading at the opposite end of the bar.
(Fig 5)-B  Note any variation.

In case of any variation, remove the dial indicator and
slightly loosen the locking nuts at the back of the head.

Tap lightly with a soft hammer in the required direction and
check again.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.86
Machinist - Milling

Make square job by direct/ simple indexing method with an accuracy ±
0.02mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mount the index head on the table and align it parallel to the column face
• hold the job in the three-jaw chuck and true to face
• set the index head for direct indexing
• mill the square on the job by direct indexing to an accuracy of ± 0.02 mm
• check the distance across the flats of the square  using a vernier caliper.

Job Sequence

• Clean the table and dividing head free from dirt (and)
burrs and align the dividing head on the vertical milling
machine table.

• Set the dividing head for direct indexing.

• Hold the job on Ø25 in a three-jaw chuck of the dividing
head.

• Support the end with the tail stock.

• Set the index plate to zero position.

• Mount the 18 mm end mill.

• Set the r.p.m. closer to 300.

• Set the datum at the highest point on the diameter.

• Mill the surface flat maintaining the dimension 30.0mm.

• Index the job by 180°.

• Mill the flat surface maintaining the size to 25 mm.

• Index the job by 90°.
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• Mill the flat surface maintaining the size to 30.0mm
(Fig 3)

• Index the job by 180°.

• Mill the flat surface maintaining the size to 25 mm.

• Deburr, check and confirm the dimensions of the
square.

Skill Sequence

Milling square and hexagon

Objective: This shall help you to
• mill flats on shafts.

Some shapes of slots are shown in Fig 1 which are
normally done by direct indexing.

Mount and align the index head on the vertical milling
machine.

Ensure that the index head is mounted at the
extreme left side on the machine table to
facilitate easy approach for cutting.

Set the index head for direct indexing.

Mount a three-jaw chuck on the index head. (Fig 2)

Hold the job in the three-jaw chuck at the index head and
lock it.

The portion to be milled should be 10 to 20 mm
away from the face of the chuck jaw to avoid
damage to the cutter and the chuck.

Select a suitable diameter of an end mill cutter or shell end
mill cutter to cut the entire surface in one pass.

Mount the collet chuck and end mill cutter or stub arbor
with a shell end mill cutter on the spindle nose of the
machine. (Fig 3)

Calculate and set the r.p.m. and feed per minute for the
above selected diameter of the cutter.

Set a lower range of speed and feed to avoid
metal cutting problems.

Engage the locking pin into the index plate and note the
number on the plate.

Bring the workpiece in line with the cutter by moving the
cross-slide. Raise the top surface of the job 5 to 6 mm
above the face of the cutter. (Fig 4)

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.2.86
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Start the  spindle.

Move the longitudinal slide towards the cutter till the cutter
just touches the end face of  the workpiece.

Stop the spindle.

Set the datum for the longitudinal slide.

Clear the cutter by moving the cross-slide.

Move the longitudinal slide to the required length of the
square to be milled, and lock it.

Lower the vertical slide to clear the cutter.

Start the spindle.

Bring the workpiece under the cutter by moving the cross-
slide.

Raise the vertical slide slowly  manually. As soon as the
cutter touches the top surface of the workpiece, stop the
spindle.

Clear the workpiece from the cutter by moving the
cross-slide.

Set the graduated dial to zero at the vertical slide.

Apply a 0.5 mm depth of cut and lock the vertical slide.

Set the coolant nozzle.

Start the spindle and the coolant pump.

Move the cross-slide and mill the first side by hand feed.
(Fig 5)

Stop the  spindle.

Bring the workpiece to the original position.
Check the Y-dimension with an  outside micrometer.
(Fig 6)

Unlock the vertical slide and apply a depth of cut equal to
the difference in dimension Y and the measured dimension,
and lock.

Start the spindle.

Move the cross-slide and mill the first side of the square.

Stop the spindle.

Bring the workpiece to its original position.

Remove the locking pin of the index plate.

Unlock the index head spindle.

Index the work by 180°.

Insert the locking pin in the hole at the index plate
(12 holes). Lock the index head spindle.

Start the spindle.

Move the cross-slide manually and feed it slowly. (Reduce
the depth of cut if it is more)

Complete the milling of the opposite side (side 3). (Fig 7)

Stop the spindle.

Bring the workpiece to its original position and check flat
to flat.

Unlock  the  index  head  and  index  the  workpiece by 90°
(6 holes).

Insert the index pin into the hole of the index plate and lock
the index head.

Start the spindle.

Move the cross-slide and feed it manually, and complete
the milling of the 2nd side.

Repeat the above procedure to mill the 4th side.

Check the job for size.

For milling a hexagon the same procedure is adopted and
the sides are milled as numbered in  Fig 8.

To determine the depth of cut use the following formula.

The depth of cut(d) is
2

FC
(Fig 7)

If the 30 hole circle is used, the division is as shown in
Fig 9.

The hexagon is shown in the centre with a dotted line.  To
index from one side to the adjacent side, the crank is
rotated to

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.2.86
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holes5

divisions) of (number 6

holesofnumber30


That means that you place the pin of the crank into the fifth
hole and pass over 4 holes. (Fig 10)
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.2.87
Machinist - Milling

Make hexagonal job by simple indexing method with an accuracy  ± 0.02mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mount the index head on the table and align it parallel to the column face
• hold the job in the three jaw - chuck and true to face
• set the index head for direct indexing
• mill the hexagon on the job by direct indexing to an accuracy of ± 0.02 mm
• check the distance across the flats of the hexagon using a vernier caliper.

Job Sequence

Clean the table and dividing head free from dirt and burrs
and align the dividing head on the vertical milling machine
table.

• Set the dividing head for direct indexing.

• Hold the job on 30 in a three-jaw chuck of the dividing
head.

• Support the end with the tailstock.

• Set the index plate to zero position.

• Mount the 18 mm end mill.

• Set the r.p.m. closer to 300.

• Set the datum at the highest point on the dia
meter. (40)

• Mill the surface flat maintaining the dimension  37.32.
(Fig 1)

• Index the job by 180°.

• Mill the surface flat maintaining the dimension 34.64.
(Fig 2)

• Index the job by 60°.

• Mill the surface flat maintaining the size 37.32.
(Fig 3)

• Index the job by 180°.

• Mill the flat surface maintaining the size 34.64.

• Repeat the above procedure and complete the
hexagon.

• Deburr, check and confirm the dimensions of the
hexagon.
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Job Sequence

• Clean the centres of the lathe ane the centres drilled
holes in the test bar.

• Mount the test for required tighten the between centres
and tighten the tail stock spindle space clamp.

• Mount a dial indicator in the tool post or on the lathe
carriage.

• The contact point should be on the space centre of the
bar and the indicator plunger should be in a Vertical
position.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.3.88
Machinist - Advanced Turning

Checking of alignment of lathe centres and their adjustments

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mount the test bar in lathe between centres
• set the dial test indicator
• check the centre alignment using test bar with dial test indicator.

• Adjust the cross slide so that the indicator needle
registers about are half of a revolution on the dia. at the
tail stock end.

• Move the carriage to the left by hand until the indicator
registers on the diameter at the handstock end.

• Note the indicator reading.

• If the readings are not the same

• Move the carriage until the indicator again registers on
the tailstock end diameters.

• Loosen the tailstock clamp nut.

• Using the tailstock adjusting screw.

• Move the tailstock in the proper direction.

• The amount of movement should equal the difference
between the indicators readings.

• Tighten the loose adjusting screw to lock the upper
part of the tailstock in place.

• Tighten the tailstock clamp nut and recheck to make
sure that the test bar still fits snugly between centres.

• Repeat these steps until the indicator readings at the
two ends are the same.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.3.89
Machinist - Advanced Turning

Turning practice-between centres on mandrel (gear blank) with an accuracy
± 30 minutes

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
•  mount the work on mandrel (Mandral)
•  swivel compound rest requird angle
•  turn bevel gear blank.

Job Sequence

• Check the blank size.

• Mount the work on a mandrel.

• Set the mandrel in between centres.

• Grind and set the tool in the tool post.

• Swivel the compound rest to an angle of 47° 42°
degrees.

• Turn the taper to have a face width of 21mm

• Again swivel the compound rest to angngle 45°
degrees.

• Hold the job on the mandrel

• Turn the taper to have a width of 13 mm.

• Check angle with vernier bevel protractor.
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Skill Sequence

Measuring with vernier bevel protractor

Objectives: This shall help you to
• check the various angles of the machined parts up to an accuracy of ± 5’
• check the straightness of the machined surface with reference to the other vertical surface.

The vernier scale is duplicated to read either side of the zero
graduation of the main scale. If you read the main scale in
the clockwise direction. Continue reading the vernier scale
also in a clockwise direction. Always make sure that the
vernier scale reading is added to the main scale.

Method of using clockwise reading

Set the angular surface of the workpiece between the blade
and the face of the base and lock the blade and inner
discfrmly with the locking device.

The position of the vernier scale with reference to the main
scale is shown in Figure 1.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.3.89

Read the degrees of teh main scale up to the graduation  0
of the vernier scale i.e. 50°.

Continue reading on the appropriate vernier scale (towards
the left hand side). Note teh number of lines in the vernier
scale the coincide with a division of the main scale. (i.e. 4
th division of the vernier scale is coinciding with one of the
main scale division line)

As the least count is 5’ multiply this number by 5. (i.e 4 5
- 20’)

Add this result to the main scale reading of 50° i.e 50° + 20
-50° 20’.

Similarly the reading for figure 2 may be obtained as 52°
45’. (Fig 2)

Method of checking the straightness with
reference to the vertical surface

Set the blade and base firmly on the machined surface.

Lock the blade and base in position with the help of the
locking device.

Read the vernier scale with reference to the main scale.

If the ‘0’ graduation of the vernier scale and 90° of th main
scale coincide, the machined faces are at right angles, i.e.
90°

If the ‘0’ graduation of the vernier scale does not coincide,
read the appropriate vernier scale and find the error in
degrees and minutes.

The error shows the deviation of surface from the
straightness.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.3.90
Machinist - Advanced Turning

Taper turning by swivelling the cross - slide (Taper turning attachments)

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the compound rest to the specific angle
• turn taper using the compound slide method within an accuracy ±30’
• turn the external taper by the compound rest method.

Job Sequence

• Check the size of the raw material.

• Hold the job in a four jaw chuck and true it.

• Set the required tools in a four way tool post.

• Face one end and centre drill.

• Reverse the job, face the other end to maintain a total
length of 130 mm and centre drill.

• Hold the job in a four jaw chuck and true it.

• Support the job on the tailstock keeping 115 mm from
the chuck face, and true.

• Turn a diameter 24.05 mm to the maximum possible
length and check with a micrometer.

• Position the turning tool and turn step dia. to 18 mm.

• Form radius at the edge of 18 mm.

• Set the taper turning attachment for the required
amount of taper 1° 26'.

• Confirm the graduations on the bracket of the taper
turning attachment whether for half included angle of
the taper or full, and then set it.

• Taper turn, engaging the power feed for a short length
and maintaining a smooth surface.

• Adjust the setting, if needed, to get proper matching.

• Complete the taper turning to suit the gauge up to the
gauge plane.

• Dismount the chuck from the spindle nose and fix the
spindle sleeve to the nose bore.

• Insert the job in the sleeve and set the machine r.p.m.

• Swivel the compound slide to 30° away from you.

• Rough and finish turn taper to get a 60° included
angle.
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Skill Sequence

Producing taper by using taper turning attachment

Objectives: This shall help you to
• set the taper turning attachment to the required angle
• produce taper by using a taper turning attachment.

A taper turning attachment provides a quick and accurate
means of turning tapers.

The following procedure is to be followed during turning
taper using a taper turning attachment.

Check for backlash between the guide bar and the sliding
block, and adjust, if necessary.

Clean and oil the guide bar.

Loosen the locking screws, then swivel the guide bar to the
required angle.

Tighten the locking screws.

Adjust the base plate until the ends of the guide bar are
equidistant from the cross - slide extension.

Set up the cutting tool on exact centre.

Any error will result in an in correct taper

Mount the work piece on the chuck or between centres.

Adjust the carriage until the cutting tool is approximately
opposite to the centre of the tapered section.

Lock the clamping bracket to the lathe bed to secure the
taper turning attachment in this position.

When using a plain taper turning attachment,
follow the steps given below at this stage.

Adjust the top slide so that it is parallel with the cross
slide, I.e at 90° to the work.

Set up the cutting tool for the correct position.

Wear safety goggles.

Set the required r.p.m.

Feed the cutting tool in until it is about 6 mm from the work
surface.

Remove the locking screws which connect the cross -
slide and the cross - slide nut.

Use the binding lever to connect the cross - slide extension
and sliding block.

Insert a suitable plug in the hole on the top of the cross
slide to protect the cross - slide screw from dirt and metal
chips.

The compound slide must now be used to feed the cutting
tool into the work.

Move the carriage to the right until the cutting tool is about
12 mm away from the right hand end of the work piece.

This removes any play in the moving parts of
the taper turning attachment.

Switch on the lathe.

Take a light cut about 2 mm long and check the end of the
taper for size.

Set the depth of the roughing cut.

Machine the work as with plain turning.

Remove the play by moving the cutting tool 12 mm beyond
the right hand end of the work at the beginning of each cut.

Check the taper for fit.

Readjust the taper turning attachment, if necessary, take
a light cut and recheck the taper.

Finish the taper to size and fit it to the taper gauge.

Turning taper by compound slide swivelling

Objectives: This shall help you to
• set and swivel the top slide of the compound rest to the required taper angle
• set the tool in the tool post
• turn the taper
• check the taper with a vernier bevel protractor.

One of the methods of turning taper is by swivelling the compound slide and feeding the tool at an angle to the axis of the
work by hand feed. (Fig 1)

Set the machine to the required rpm.

Loosen the top slide clamping nuts.

Swivel the top slide to half the included angle of the taper
away or towards the operator as required.

Tighten the clamping nuts firmly. (Fig 2)

Ensure that equal pressure is exerted by the
spanner for both the nuts.

Fix the turning tool in the tool post to the cor-
rect centre height.

Keep a minimum overhang of the tool.
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Position the top slide to cover the length of the
taper turning.

As far as possible ensure that the top slide does not go
beyond the edge of the base.

Lock the carriage in position.

Touch the tool to the work surface during running and set
the cross - slide graduated collar to zero.

Bring the tool clear off the work by the top slide hand
wheel movement.

Give a depth of cut by the cross - slide and feed the tool
by the top slide hand wheel till the tool clears from the
work.

Feeding by the top slide must be uniform and
continyous.

Compound rest setup for turning various angles

Give successive cuts by the cross - slide, feeding by the
top slide each time.

Check the angle of the turned job with a vernier bevel pro-
tractor.

Adjust the swivel if there is any difference.

Continue the taper turning and finish the taper.

Compound rest setup for turning various angle is given in
table 1.
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Table 1
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.3.91
Machinist - Advanced Turning

Make square thread (external) on a lathe with an accuracy ±0.02mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• turn step to an accuracy of ±0.02 mm
• cut right hand external square thread.

Job Sequence

• Hold the job in a four jaw chuck, true and face both
ends and maintain on total length of 85mm by plain
turning.

• Centre drilling on both ends

• Remove the four jaw chuck and mount a driving plate

• Insert the head stock centre with the spindle sleeve
and the tail stock centre also.

• Hold the job in a suitable carrier in between centres.

• Turn 48mm to a length of 30mm.

• Turn 27mm to another side maintaining length 55mm.

• Finish chamfer 2x45
o
 at the both end of 48mm dia.

And also chamfer at the end of 27 by V cutting tool.

• Set the spindle speed about ¼ th of normal turning.

• Cut rough up to ¾th depth and full width by taking
successive cuts up to complete thread form.

• Deburr and check using square thread gauge.
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Skill Sequence

Grind an external threading tool

Objective: This shall help you to
• grind an external square threading tool.

Determine width and angles required for grinding the
external square threading tool.

The side clearance of the square threading tool is of prime
importance to prevent the tool from interfering or rubbing
against the vertical flank of the thread. As rule, the  forward
side clearance angle (a1) is determined by adding 1° to the
helix angle of the thread and trailing side clearance angle
is obtained  by subtracting 1° from the  helix angle. (Fig 1)


1
=1° + Helix angle of thread

and


2
= Helix angle of thread -1° where, helix angle ()

threadofdia.cordx

threadofLead




The width of the nose of the square threading tool should
be equal to half of the pitch of the square thread to be cut.

W=0.5xp

Grind the front flank of the tool too get the front clearance
angle 6° to 8°. (Fig 2)

Grind the forward side flank of the tool to obtain side relief
angle 1°- 2° and forward side clearance angle 1. (Fig 3)
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1
= (to 2°)

Grind the trailing side flank of the tool to maintain the side
relief angle 1o-2o, trailing side clearance angle


and the width w0.5x(Fig.4)

Deburr and check the width of the angles using a vernier
caliper and bevel protractor.
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Square thread

Objective: This shall help you to
• cut a square thread.

Check the diameter of the portion to be threaded as
indicated in the drawing.

Chamfer the edge of the job to 2 x 45°

Set up the gearbox to cut the required pitch of thread, and
hand of thread.

Set the square threading (roughing) tool in the tool post with
its height to the centre height of the lathe.

Set the tool square to the axis of the with the square thread
gauge. (Figs 1 and 2)

Care is to be taken to prevent overhanging of tool from the
holder to avoid chatter.

Set the spindle speed about 1/4th of the normal turning.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.3.91

Cut the square thread, by repeated successive depth of
cuts to reach 3/4th width and depth of thread. (Fig 3)

Set the finishing square thread tool for finishing cuts.

Cut the square thread to full depth and full width by taking
successive cuts to complete the required thread form.

Deburr and check the square thread using a square thread
gauge.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.3.92
Machinist - Advanced Turning

Make square thread (internal) on a lathe with an accuracy ± 0.02mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grind internal square threading tool
• cut internal square thread by the plunge cut method
• match square threads
• knurl the surface with medium knurl.

Job Sequence

• Check the size of the raw material.

• Hold the job in 4 jaw chuck keeping 18mm outside
the chuck and true the job with a surface gauge.

• Set the facing tool and face one end of the job.

• Set the R.H. turning tool and turn Ø40x20mm length.

• Centre drill, drill pilot hole 8mm and enlarge to 20mm
hole by drilling.

• Set the boring tool and bore the drilled hole to core
diameter 21mm.

• Set the chamfering tool and form internal chamfer 1
x 60°.

• Set the internal square threading tool, the cutting
edge parallel to the axis.

• Arrange change gears for 6mm pitch.

• Cut internal square thread SQ 27X6 and match with
the male piece.

• Reverse and true the job.

• Face and maintain 12mm.

• Form internal chamfer 1 X 60°.

• Form external chamfer 1 x 45°.

• Hold the job keeping 10mm outside the jaws, such
that two jaws  grip the work on its face and two jaws
grip on the periphery.

• Set the line  perpendicular to the lathe axis with the
help of a surface gauge align the job, if required.

• Set the facing  tool to form a flat surface up to the half
of centre punch mark.

• Approximate feeding to the tool will be 2.6 mm
maximum.

• Reset the job in a 4 jaw chuck keeping the opposite
side of the flat surface outside the jaws.

• While setting, keep the flat surface of the job butt
against the parallel block, and remove the parallel
block  after fixing the job.

• Check the sizes with a precision measuring
instrument and the thread with the mating part for the
fit.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.3.93
Machinist - Advanced Turning

Check with thread gauge - Grinding of tool and setting in correct position

Tool grinding tool setting and checking is already given in the previous exercise 2.3.91 & 2.3.92

Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.3.94
Machinist - Advanced Turning

Fitting of  Male and Female square  threaded components

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• check the thread profile and depth
• adjust thread profile dimensions
• assemble male and female thread.

Job Sequence

• Clean male and female square Threaded component.

• Check the Thread dimension, pitch and thread profile
using Vernier caliper and Screw Pitch Gauge

• Assemble by screwing in 27x 6 female square thread
into the external in27x 6 square threaded component

• Tighten the two component (male and female)
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.3.95
Machinist - Advanced Turning

Make multi-start ‘V’ thread on lathe with screw pitch gauge

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grind ‘V’ tool as per drawing
• set the turning tool ‘V’
• set the machine spindle speed for turning
• parallel turn the work by hand feed method with various depths of cuts
• turn step to an accuracy of ± 0.05 mm
• measure the dia. of the job with micrometer
• grind chamfering tool as per drawing
• set chamfering tool and chamfer the job as per drawing
• cut multi -  start ‘V’ thread by thread chasing dial
• cut multi start thread by face plate method.
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Job Sequence

• Check the raw material for its size.

• Hold and true the job in a four-jaw chuck so that the
job is projected to about 60mm length out of the
jaws.

• Face the end of the job.

• Turn the outside diameter to ø48mm over the
projected length.

• Chamfer the sharp corner of the end.

• Reverse and reset the job in the chuck so that the
job is  projected about 65 mm out of the jaws.

• Face the end of the job to 95 mm length.

• Turn the outside diameter to ø30x60mm length.

• Turn the undercut to 5x1.5mm.

• Chamfer the sharp corner of the end.

• Set the angle of the compound rest to zero.

• Set the graduated dial of the compound rest to zero,
without any backlash.

• Set the external V- threading tool in the tool post
using  a centre gauge.

• Set the quick change gearbox to first start of the
thread to 4mm pitch.

• Cut the external V- threads of 4mm pitch to full depth
by successive cuts.

• Move the compound slide longitudinally equal to
2mm referring to the graduated dial, for the second
start of the threads.

• Cut the second start of the external V-threads of
4mm pitch to full depth by successive cuts.

• Deburr the sharp corners.

• Check the dimensions.

Skill Sequence

Resetting of ‘V’ thread cutting tool

Objective: This shall be able to
• reset the threading tool which has been re-sharpened by grinding.

A thread is formed by taking a number of successive cuts
and it may become  necessary sometimes to remove the
tool and re-sharpen it as it may get blunt or the point may
break. The tool has to be fixed and set in a tool post in such
a way that it follows the same thread groove previously
formed.

The resetting of the cutting tool is necessary when

– the workpiece has moved

(shifted in the mounting accessory)

– the tool-holder has moved

(shifted) in the tool post

– the tool has been removed and re-sharpened

– the workpiece has to be reset.

Listed below are the steps to be followed in resetting the
cutting tool.

Check that the lathe is correctly set up for cutting the
thread of the required pitch.

With the cutting tool mounted, but cleared off the workpiece,
start the lathe and engage the lead screw with the carriage
half nut.

When the tip of the cutting tool is in line with one of the
thread grooves, stop the lathe.

Do not disengage the half-nut.

Carefully position the tip of  the cutting tool in the groove
with its trailing edge in contact with the trailing edge of the
thread.

The tool must be moved to this position by
operating the cross-slide and the compound
slide hand wheels.

Set the graduated collars of the slides to zero.

Wind the cutting tool out of the groove and move the
carriage to the right to clear the end of the workpiece by
reversing the lathe.

Advance the tool by rotating the cross-slide hand wheel,
and bring it to zero position.

Start the machine to allow the tool to grace the thread
groove formed previously to confirm the setting is proper.

If found satisfactory, take successive cuts to finish the
thread.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.3.96
Machinist - Advanced Turning

Perform eccentric turning with an accuracy ±0.02mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark eccentricity
• set the job for eccentric turning in a 4-jaw chuck and turn
• methods of turning eccentric jobs
• uses of eccentric job.

Job Sequence

• Check the raw material

• Hold the job with about 30mm projection from the
jaw face and true the work piece.

• Face the work piece with minimum stock removal.

• Turn ø40mm to a maximum length.

• Reverse the job hold and true it and face the end to
maintain a total length of 50mm and remove the job.

• Mark the centre line and eccentric centre line
according to the drawing with the help of making
tools.

• Punch both centre lines.

• Draw a guide circle 22mm with the eccentric centre
as the centre point.

• Punch the intersecting 4 points.

• Hold the job in a 4 jaw independent chuck on the turn
diameter by keeping 30mm outside the chuck.

• True the concentric guide circle.

• Turn eccentric diameter 22mm to length of 25mm.
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Skill Sequence

Use of  marking vernier height gauge and ‘V’ block

Objective: This shall help you to
•  mark concentric and eccentric centre lines of a job using vernier height gauge.

Concentricity

When different diameters are turned in the same axis, it is
said to be concentric turning. Figure 1 shows the two
diameters A&B lie on the same axis having the same centre
of rotation. If such jobs are tested with a dial test indicator
and 'V' block, the dial test indicator shows a constant
reading.

maximum readings of the dial test indictor is called 'throw'
(i.e.) throw = E. (Fig.2)

Method of identifying eccentricity

The eccentricity of a turned job is tested with the help of a
dial test indictor. It is possible to test the offset of the
turned job when the job is being held on a 4 jaw chuck.

Figures 3 shows the method of using the dial test indicator
for testing the trueness. If the diameters are eccentric,
the dial test indicator gives different readings which amount
to '2E'. Thus, eccentricity 'E' may be obtained from the
two readings. (Fig.3)
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Eccentricity

When different diameters are turned on different axes, it is
said to be eccentric turning. The figure shows that the
diameter A&B lie on different centres and have a different
centre of rotations. The distance E between the centre of
rotation is the amount of 'offset' or 'eccentricity'. If the
diameter 'A' is tested with the dial test indicator by
supporting the diameter 'B' in the 'V' block, the dial test
indicator reads twice the reading of 'E'. The different in the
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The other method of testing eccentricity is using a 'V' Block
and dial test indicator. In this method, one of the diameters
of the eccentric turning is supported in the 'V' block and
the reading of the other diameter is obtained with the help
of the dial test indicator. The difference in the readings
gives the throw '2E'. Thus eccentricity 'E' may be
determined by this method.

Method of eccentric turning

External eccentric turning as well as internal eccentric
boring may be accurately carried out on a centre lathe.
The figure shows the external eccentric and internal
eccentric jobs.

It is possible to turn the eccentric turning with the help of
a 4 jaw chuck as well as using a lathe carrier and centres,
holding the work between centres.

When a 4 jaw chuck is used, a guide circle of the eccentric
axis is essential for truing the eccentric axis. This
requirement may be met by the marking process prior to

the eccentric turning. With the help of this circle, the 'Offset'
may be easily made by using a surface gauge. Thus the
eccentric axis is located for external eccentric turning and
eccentric boring. (Fig.4)

Eccentric turning by using a lathe carrier and centres is
done with the help of accurate marking. Before using these
accessories, the 'offset' has to be marked with the help of
marking tools. Bothe the concentric and the offset centres
have to be centre-drilled. By using these centre holes, it
is possible to turn eccentric turning on the job.

Use of eccentric turned jobs

Eccentric turned jobs are largely used in automobile
industry to convert rotary motion into  reciprocating motion.
An eccentric - turned job is used in crankshafts. It is used
in power press, guillotine machines, and press brakes. It
is also generally used in automatic controls.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.97
Machinist - Grinding

Identification of different  types  of  grinding  machines

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the different types of grinding machine
• state the use according to the purpose of grinding operation.
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No.      Name of the machines            Remarks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Job Sequence

Instructor should arrange to visit the difference
types of grinding machines available in the ITI

• Trainees will note down the types of grinding machines
in the ITI.

Table 1

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.4.97

• Record it in table -1

• Get it checked by the instructor.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.98
Machinist - Grinding

Wheel balancing & truing

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• truing the grinding wheel
• balancing  the grinding wheel.

TASK 1: True the grinding wheel
• Start the wheel head and allow it to run, for the machine

to attain normal working temperature.

• Dress the wheel on the periphery (Fig.2)

• Clean the grinding machine table

• Select and hold the dresser in proper holder

• Mount the holder with dresser in grinding machine table
(Fig.1)

Dress the sides if the wheel diameter exceeds
250mm. Apply a small in feed of the diamond
until eccentricity of the wheel is removed.

• Stop the machine.

TASK 2: Balancing a grinding wheel

Mount the Wheel on the machine.

Remove the balance weight. (Fig 3)

Use both hands when removing the wheel
assembly. Take care not to knock on any
machine part to prevent any damage to the
wheel.

Preparing the balancing unit

Lower the protection guards

Place the levelling plate on the balancing stand. (Fig 4)

Adjust the unit, using two knurled Screws on the base
until the bubble in the levelling plate is concentric with the
circle engraved on the glass.

Clean the internal and external cones

Place the wheel unit on the spindle nose, and tighten the
lock-nut

Replace the Wheel guard

Remove the Wheel guard and lock-nut

Screw on the collet Extractor and remove the wheel
assembly.
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Positioning Wheel on unit

Clean the bore of the unit (Fig.5) and the balancing
Mandrel, then mount the Wheel assembly on the mandrel.
(Fig.6)

Tighten the nut on the mandrel. (Fig.7a)

Raise the protection guards.(Fig.7b)

Place the wheel to be balanced on the top of the protection
slides and lower gently on to the balancing stand.(Fig.7c)

(ii) Balancing the wheel

Visually ensure that the balancing mandrel is at right angles
to balancing ways. (Fig 8a)

Allow the wheel to revolve slowly, by its own momentum
until stationary.

Place a chalk mark at the bottom to indicate a heavy
point. (Fig 8b)

Turn the wheel 90° to the heavy point, and diametrically
opposite. (Fig 8c&d)
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If the wheel finds the heavy points quickly, the
balancing weights could be moved
approximately 180o. (This indicates that  the
wheel is considerably out of balance). Move
the weights equally towards the lighter side,
approximately 3 mm at a time. Fig 8)

Repeat until the assembly remains static in any position.

Remount the assembly on the wheel head, replace the
guard and re-dresss the wheel before putting it into further
operation.
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This operation is done after mounting the grinding wheel for
removing any high spots on the face of the wheel with a
diamond dresser. (Fig 1).

The high spots are removed for uniform contact of the wheel
over the job. Otherwise only the high spots on the wheel will
contact the surface resulting in poor surface finish.

Dressing is the operation of removing dull grains and metal
particles from the cutting surface of a grinding wheel. This
operation exposes sharp cutting edges of the abrasive
grains to make the wheel cut better.

They are two method of dressing a grinding wheel for the
surface grinder.

• Dressing of grinding wheel by grinding head dresser.
(Fig.2)

Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.99
Machinist - Grinding

Dressing of grinding  wheel

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the grinding wheel
• mount the holder with dresser.

• Dressing of grinding wheel by attached to holder. (Fig.3)

Dressing grinding wheel by grinding head dresser

• Start the motors for the grinding spindle and coolant.

• Open the cover of the grinding wheel, and shift the
dresser to the centre of  the grinding wheel as shown in
Fig 2 by pulling the dresser feed lever to the front side.

• Turn the dresser cut in dial gently to let the dresser tip
touch the perimeter of the grinding wheel.

• Restore the dresser feed lever to the original position
and shut the cover of the grinding wheel.

• Set the depth of cut in the dresser by means of the
dresser dial and carry out the dressing by operating the
dresser feed lever. (The depth of cut for dressing is
0.015-0.025mm at a time, and the dresser feed speed
is 250-500mm/min in case of the finish).

Dressing of grinding wheel by dresser attached to
holder

Keep the dresser on the  base as shown in Fig.4. This
position helps to prevent chattering and the tendency to
drag in during the dressing operation.
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Clean the magnetic chuck thoroughly with a cloth and then
(Fig 5) feel for any dirt with your palm. Remove it if any.

Place the diamond on the last two magnetic poles on the
left hand end of the magnetic chuck Paper should be
placed between the diamond holder and the chuck is
prevent scratching the chuck surface when removing the
diamond holder. (Fig.6)

The point of the diamond should be offset about 12mm  from
the grinding wheel centre line with reference to the direction
of rotation of grinding wheel (Fig.6)

Make sure that the diamond clears the wheel, then start the
grinder.

Lower the wheel until it touches the diamond.

Move the diamond slowly across the face of the wheel
(Fig.7)

Take light cuts (0.02mm) until the wheel is clean, sharp and
is running true.

Take a finish pass with 0.01mm across the face of the
grinding wheel. (Fig 8&9)

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.4.99
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.100
Machinist - Grinding

Grinding of block (six sides) by surface grinding machine with an accuracy
of +/- 0.01mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grind parallel surface to an accuracy +/-0.01
• prepare  the surface grinding machine for grinding operation.

Job Sequence

• Machine the jobs and determine the grinding
allowance for each surface to be ground.

• Prepare the surface grinding machine for grinding.

• Rough grind both  the opposite sides of the pieces
and maintain to 15.04mm thick.

• Dress the wheel for finish grinding.

• Finish grind  the pieces 15.00 thick to an accuracy
of ±0.01mm. Measure the size with a 0-25 outside
micrometer.

• Set the job with the angle plate (150x150) by 2 ‘C’
clamps of 100mm size for grinding adjacent surfaces
at 90o.

• Rough grind the adjacent sides individually leaving
half of the grinding allowance for the opposite surfaces
to 20.03mm thick.

• Mount  the job on the magnetic chuck keeping down
the surfaces already ground and rough grind the
opposite surfaces of 20.03mm thick.

• Finish grind and bring the thickness to 20.00 to an
accuracy of ± 0.01mm.

• Remove the parallels from the magnetic chuck.

• Clean thoroughly and deburr with a fine abrasive
stone.

• Measure the width and thickness for dimensional
accuracy with an outside micrometer.

• Also check for parallelism with an outside
micrometer on the four corners on each piece.

• Demagnetize the block.
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Skill Sequence

Grinding parallel surfaces

Objective: This shall help you to
• grind parallel surfaces to an accuracy of ± 0.01.

Always assume that the workpiece is distorted in one or
more planes. (Fig 1) For this reason a true  reference face
must first be produced.

Check the flatness with a straight edge and locate the
lowest spot by visual examination.

Check the parallelism using an outside micrometer and
mark the high spot. (Fig 2)

Clean the work table surface and the bottom of the
magnetic chuck. (Fig 3)

Place, align and clamp securely the magnetic chuck over
the work table.

Dress the grinding wheel for rough grinding. (Fig 4) (Seek
the help of your instructor)

Clean the abrasive particles spread over the magnetic
chuck and  table.

Mount the workpiece on the magnetic chuck, (Fig 5)
resting the lengthier surface with the side stopper plate of
the magnetic chuck.

Set the table traverse-stopper dog considering the (Fig 6)
approach length and over travel.  Also set for the clearance
of the job width.

Set the feed rate of the table to 10 to 15 m/mm.

Hand-feed the wheel head down, and watch the narrowing
of the gap.  Stop at 0.25 mm gap approximately.

Clear the job from the grinding wheel.

Switch on the grinding wheel spindle.

Engage the longitudinal power traverse using the fine feed
mechanism and 'pick up spark' at the high spot.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.4.100
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Cross-traverse the workpiece to clear the wheel.

Start the coolant pump and direct the stream of the coolant
between the wheel and the workpiece. (Fig 7)

This will reduce the heat of the job, and the ground particles
will be washed away.

Apply a 0.03 mm depth of cut by the fine feed mechanism
when the workpiece clears the grinding wheel after each
cut. (Fig 8)

Keep your hands away from the revolving
wheel at all times to avoid injuries to yourself.

Repeat rough grinding till the grinding allowance for that
side is ground away.

Cross-traverse the workpiece to clear the wheel.

Re-dress the grinding wheel for finish grinding. (Seek the
help of your instructor). Clean the table and workpiece
thoroughly.

Engage the longitudinal travel feed.

Apply 0.012 mm cut and finish grind the workpiece allowing
the wheel to 'spark out'.

Always apply the depth of cut at the end of the
stroke.

Stop all traverses and turn off the coolant. Position the
workpiece away from the wheel.

Remove the workpiece from the magnetic chuck. While so
doing see that no scratches are formed on the magnetic
chuck. (Consult your instructor)

Remove the sharp edges of the workpiece by using a fine
abrasive stick or stone.

Check the ground face with a straight edge and the
thickness with an outside micrometer. This will be the
reference surface for grinding the other surfaces.

Dress the grinding wheel for rough grinding.

Clean the magnetic chuck face and mount the ground
surface of the workpiece over the face of the magnetic
chuck. (Fig 9)

Set table traverse stops.

Clean up the face by removing minimum material.

Remove the workpiece, deburr and clean it.

Determine the stock of material to be removed with an
outside micrometer.

Check parallelism with an outside micrometer and determine
the amount of taper if any.  (To correct taper ask your
instructor for advice)

Remount the workpiece in the same position and continue
rough grinding, leaving an allowance of 0.012 mm for finish
grinding.

Remove the workpiece and dress the wheel for finish
grinding.

Remount the workpiece and give a depth of cut of                   0.005
mm and grind the surface.

Remove the workpiece from the magnetic chuck.

Thoroughly clean the workpiece and the surface of the
chuck.

Measure the thickness and parallelism and decide the
remaining allowance.

Remount the workpiece and apply another 0.005 mm depth
of cut and finish grind.

Using   the graduated dial of the wheel head, down feed  for
grinding the remaining allowance.

Allow the wheel to spark out.

Remove the workpiece and clean thoroughly. Check the
thickness,  parallelism and flatness of the surface texture.
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Preparing surface grinding machine for grinding

Objective: This shall help you to
• prepare the surface grinding machine for grinding operations.

Preparing wheel spindle

It is very essential to check the different controls of the
machine before actually starting the  grinding operation.
This  will help the preparation of the machine for work.
Check the following before the grinding operation.

Checking and oiling before start

Supply oil to all the lubricating points.(Consult your
instructor)

Check that the button on the operation board is at the  stop
position. (Fig 1)

Check that the clutch of the table traverse feed handle is
cut.

Check that the table dog is fixed.

Manual feed of table

Set the table reverse lever at the neutral position (Fig.1)
Engage the clutch of the table traverse feed handle.

Move the table to the right and left by turning the handle
clockwise and anticlockwise respectively.

Manual and automatic feed of saddle

Move the saddle forward by turning the saddle cross-feed
handle clockwise. (Fig 1)

Move the saddle backward by turning the saddle cross-
feed handle anticlockwise.

Set in the automatic feed by turning the saddle feed change
lever upward and downward. (Fig 2) (when the lever is
pushed up or down, the saddle moves forward or backward
respectively)

Raise and lower the grinding wheel.

Disengage the fine feed knob. (Fig 3)

Turn the grinding wheel elevation handle anticlockwise to
lower the grinding wheel. (Fig 1)

Turn the grinding wheel elevation handle clockwise to raise
the grinding wheel.

Hydraulic operation of table

Pull the table traverse feed handle to the front side to
disengage the clutch.

Push the hydraulic driving push-button to drive the table
hydraulically. (Fig 1)

Adjust the table speed by the use of the table speed
adjusting lever. (When the lever is pushed up, the table
speed is increased. The speed is decreased by lowering
the lever and the hydraulic drive is stopped at the lowest
position of the lever)

Stop the hydraulic drive by pushing or pulling the hydraulic
drive stop lever. (The table is stopped at the right end
position)

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.4.100
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.101
Machinist - Grinding

Grinding of  step block by surface grinding machine with an accuracy ±
0.01mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mount  the grinding wheel
• set the job on the magnetic chuck
• align the job on the magnetic chuck using dial test indicator
• grind stepped surfaces flat and square
• check the dimensions by an out side micro meter.
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Job Sequence

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.4.101

• Study the job drawing, measure the job and determine
the grinding allowance on each surface and step to be
ground. (Fig 1)

1

1

Fig 1

• Prepare the machine, the magnetic chuck and grinding
wheel for the surface grinding operation.

• Rough and finish grind the surfaces (a) and (b) to parallel
and maintain the size to 39 ± 0.02 mm removing half of
the grinding allowance.

• Set the job on the angle plate (150 x 100 mm) with a
100 mm ‘C’ as shown in Fig 2.

M
A
N
24

10
1H

2

• Ensure that the surface (c) is 1 to 2 mm above the top
surface of the angle plate.

• Do not seat the job tight on the parallel, after aligning
with the try square.

• Rough and finish grind the surface ‘C’ removing half of
the grinding allowance.

• Repeat the above steps for grinding the surface (d).

• Rough and finish grind the surface (d) removing half of
the grinding allowance.

• Mount the surface (C) on a magnetic chuck,and align
the surface (d) against the stopper plate. (Fig 3)

M
A
N
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3

• Rough and finish grind the step (e) to 14.50 mm. Check
with a depth micrometer.

• Rough and finish grind the step (f) to 29.50 ((f) - (e) =
15.00). Check with a depth micrometer.

• Rough and finish grind the step (g) to 44.50, (g) - (f) =
15.00). Check with a depth micrometer.

• Rough and finish grind the surface (h) to 59 ± 0.02 (h)
- (g) = 15.00). Check with depth micrometer.

• Mount the surface (d) on a magnetic chuck,and align
the surface (c) against the stopper plate. (Fig 2)

• Rough and finish grind steps (i) to (2) to the dimensions
as per the dimensions given in the drawing.

• Check the steps with a depth micrometer at every
stage.

• Deburr all the edges.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.102
Machinist - Grinding

Grinding of slot block surface grinding machine with an accuracy of ±
0.01mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grind the slot to an accuracy of ± 0.01 mm
• mount the job on magnetic chuck.
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Job Sequence

• Perpare the machine and dress the grinding wheel for
grinding parallel surfaces.

• Mount the job on the magnetic chuck. Rough and finish
grind the surfaces parallel, to maintain the thickness
to 9.5mm.

• Deburr the edges.

• Rough and finish grind the width to 54mm using an
angle plate and ‘C’ clamps with  suitable parallels.

• In the same setting, rough and finish grind the
54x9.5mm surface at 90° and remove half of the grinding
allowance on the length of 54 mm.

• Dress the grinding wheel for the grinding slot.

• Mount the plain vice on the magnetic chuck and align
its fixed jaw parallel to the grinding wheel axis.

• Hold the job in the vice such that the bottom of the slot
is 2mm  above the top surface of the vice jaws.

• Rough and finish grind the top surfaces of the slot to
maintain the length to 54.00mm.

• Measure the bottom of the slot with a depth micrometer
and decide the grinding allowance.

• Rough and finish grind the bottom of the slot to maintain
the depth to 29.00mm using face of the grinding wheel.
Check the depth with a depth with a depth micrometer.

• Rough and finish grind the shoulder to 8.50mm using
the  rear side of  the grinding wheel.

• Grind only half of the grinding allowance.

• Check the size, 8.5mm, with an outside micrometer.

• Rough and finish grind the other shoulder until the width
of the slot becomes 31.00.

• Check the slot for its centricity with an outside
micrometer  and the width by a snap gauge, (Consult
your instructor)

• Remove the job, deburr the edges, and demagnetize.

Skill sequence

Grinding a slot to an accuracy of ±0.01mm

Objective: This shall help you to
•  grind a slot to an accuracy of ±0.01mm.

Select and mount the grinding wheel such that the face
width of the wheel is less than the width of the  slot to be
ground.(Fig 1)

Dress the wheel for the faces, clean up and relieve both
sides of the wheel if a straight wheel is used.

Mount the workpiece on to the magnetic chuck directly if
it is of a sufficiently large size.

If the job is small in nature, take the support of an angle
plate.

Align the workpiece accurately in the correct plane and
secure. (Fig 2) (Consult your instructor)

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.4.102
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Set  the table traverse stops in position.

Position the wheel approximately 0.4mm above the
horizontal face of the slot and switch on the wheel.

Engage the table traverse and feed wheel in until it just
touches the horizontal surface.

Keep the wheel clear of the vertical faces.

Clean up the whole horizontal surface by the table traverse
and careful cross-feed operation. (Consult your instructor)

Stop the wheel and clear it from the work and determine
the amount of material to be removed.

Reposition the wheel into the slot, start up the wheel and
engage the traverse.

Feed in the wheel and grind the whole surface with 0.04mm
accuracy.

Keep the wheel clear of the horizontal face.

Determine the material to be removed on the vertical faces.

Position the wheel and touch the vertical face of the job
with the wheel. (Fig 3)

Keep the wheel away from the job.

Set the depth of cut.

Feed the Wheel  down and grind the vertical face down up
to the corner (recessed). (Fig 4)

Keep the wheel away from the slot.

Position the wheel and touch the other vertical face of the
job with the wheel. (Fig 5)

Keep the wheel away from the job and set the depth of
cut.

Down-feed the wheel and grind the vertical face down up
to the space corner. (Fig 6)

Stop the job away from the grinding wheel.

Deburr and clear the ground surfaces.

Check the slot for its dimension with a vernier caliper and
depth micrometer.

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.4.102
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.103
Machinist - Grinding

Set and perform angular  grinding using universal vice/sine vice to standard
angle

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mount the  grinding wheel
• set the universal vice on the magnetic chuck
• hold the job & grind the angular surface.

Job Sequence

• Study the drawing. Observe the surface to be ground
and determine the grinding allowance for each surface
by measuring.

• Prepare the machine dress the grinding wheel for
grinding angular surface.

• Mount the suitable universal vice on the magnetic
chuck and align its fixed jaw parallel to the grinding
wheel axis by using the dial test indicator.

• Ensure that all the swivel base graduations coincide
with the O degree dead mark before aligning

• Hold the job in the vice and tilt the vice to 45° (Fig1)

• Rough and finish grind the surface, (a) using the face
of the grinding wheel. Record the amount of materials
removed by noting down the divisions on the graduated
dial of the wheel head.

• Remove the same amount of material from the surface
(b) using the front side of the grinding wheel by manual
cross-feeding in the same setting.

• Remove the job. Deburr and demagnetise the job.
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Skill Sequence

Grinding angular surface using universal vice

Objective: This shall help you to

•  grind angular surfaces using a universal vice.

Dress the grinding wheel on the sides for relief and on the
face for trueness. (Fig 1)

Clean the machine table and mount the universal vice.

Align the fixed jaws of the vice perpendicular to the axis of
the spindle. (Fig 2)

Ensure that the swivel base graduation coincides with ‘O’
degree dead mark before aligning.

Tilt the vice to 45o with reference to the graduated plate at
the bottom of the vice. (Fig 3)

Clean the job and measure it to determine the grinding
allowance. (Ask your instructor for help in determining the
allowance)

Hold the job in the vice such that the horizontal surface to
be ground is aligned parallel to the surface of the table
using a dial test indicator. (Fig 4)

Position the stop dogs for longitudinal traverse.

Start the wheel and lower the wheel head until the wheel
just sparks the high spot of  the  job.

Start the table travelling automatically and feed the entire
length of the job and clear off the job from the wheel.

Engage the vertical depth for rough and finish cut as
predetermined, and feed from the cross-feed manually.
(Fig 5a)

Grind the longitudinal surface up to the corner relief.

Remove only that much of material pre-determined as
grinding allowance, and record the amount of material
removed.

Raise the wheel head to 0.20mm and without releasing
the wheel, plunge the wheel little by little against the
vertical surface of the job to be ground to the depth equal
to the horizontal surface.

Raise the wheel gradually to finish grind the vertical surface.
(Fig 5b)
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.104
Machinist - Grinding

Make slide fit with an accuracy ± 0.01mm (Male & Female)

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the grinding wheel
• mount the job
• grind the male & female part as per drawing with an accuracy of ± 0.01.
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Job Sequence

TASK 1:  Male part grinding

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.4.104

• Clean the work piece

• Check the work piece to determine the grinding
allowance

• Select the machine tool and dress the grinding wheel

• Clean the machine table

• Set the magnetic chuck and align by using Dial
Test Indicator

• Set and align the work piece

• Start the machine and touch down the wheel and
then finish grind the job

• Stop the machine

• Remove the job and check measurement by
measuring instrument

TASK 2:  Female part grinding

• Clean the work piece

• Check the work piece to determine grinding
allowance

• Select the suitable grinding wheel and dress the
grinding wheel

• Clean the machine table

• Clean the magnetic chuck

• Set and align the work piece

• Start the machine and touch down the wheel and
then finish grind the job

• Stop the machine

• Check matting part (slide level)

• Remove the job and clean the job

• Measure and check the dimension

• Matting and slide the job.

Skill Sequence

Grinding a slot to an accuracy of ± 0.01 mm

Objective: This shall help you to
• grind a slot to an accuracy of ± 0.01 mm.

Select and mount the grinding wheel such that the face
width of the wheel is less than the width of the slot to be
ground (Fig.1)

Dress the wheel on the faces, clean up and relieve both
sides of the wheel if a straight wheel is used.

Mount the workpiece on the magnetic chuck directly if it
is sufficiently large size.

If the job is small in nature, take the support of an angle
plate.

Align the workpiece accurately in the correct plane and
secure. (Fig.2) (Consult your instructor)

Set the table traverse stops in position.

Position the wheel approximately 0.4mm above the
horizontal face of the slot and switch on the wheel.

Engage the table traverse and feed the wheel in, until it
just touches the horizontal surface.

Keep the wheel clear of the vertical faces.

Clean up the whole horizontal surface by the table traverse
and careful cross-feed operation. (consult your instructor)

Stop the wheel and clear it from the work and determine
the amount of material to be removed.

Reposition the wheel into the slot, start up the wheel and
engage the traverse.

Feed in the wheel and grind the whole surface with 0.04mm
accuracy.

Keep the wheel clear of the horizontal face.

Determine the material to be removed on the vertical faces.

Position the wheel and touch the vertical face of the job
with the wheel. (Fig. 3)
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Keep the wheel away from the job.

Set the depth cut.

Feed the wheel down and grind the vertical face down up
to the corner (recessed). (Fig. 4)

Keep the wheel away from the slot.

Position the wheel and touch the other vertical face of the
job with the wheel. (Fig. 5)

Keep the wheel away from the job and set the depth of
cut.

Down-feed the wheel and grind the vertical face down to
the corner. (Fig. 6)

Stop the job away from the grinding wheel.

Deburr and clear the ground surfaces.

Check the slot for its dimension with a vernier caliper and
depth micrometer.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.105
Machinist - Grinding

Perform form grinding

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• select and set the grinding wheel
• mount the job on magnetic chuck
• grind the concave surface.

Job Sequence

TASK 1

• Stop the machine and check the measurement.

• Set the radius attachment on magnetic chuck and
form the wheel in according to radius.

• Remove the attachment after completing the job.

• Set the job and align   with form wheel.

• Finish the form grinding to required depth.

• Stop the machine and check machine by radius
gauge.

• Clean the job.

Concave surface grinding

• Clean the work piece.

• Check the work piece to determine grinding allowance.

• Select the machine tool and dress the grinding wheel.

• Clean the machine table and magnetic chuck.

• Set the magnetic chuck and align by using Dial Test
Indicator.

• Set and align the work piece.

• Start the machine and touch down the wheel and then
finish grind the job.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.106
Machinist - Grinding

Make dovetail fitting with an accuracy ± 0.01mm (Male & Female)

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• select and  set the grinding wheel
• mount the job on magnetic chuck.
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Job Sequence

TASK 1: Grinding male part

TASK 2: Female part

Capital Goods & Manufacturing: Machinist (NSQF Level-5) - Exercise 2.4.106

• Prepare the job in milling as per drawing leaving the
grinding allowance.

• Fix the vice on table of surface grinder.

• Set the job on vice using parallel block.

• Fix press the wheel to 30° on the spindle.

• Grind the dovetail 60° on both side.

• Check the dimension and angles with the use of
vernier caliper and vernier bevel protractor.

• Remove the job and deburr.

• Make the female dovetail on milling machine. • Finish dovetail surface using fine oil stone.

• Match the job with the male part.

Job Sequence

TASK 1: Grinding female part

• Prepare the job in milling as per drawing leaving the
grinding allowance.

• Study the drawing and ascertain the surface to be
ground.

• Fix the vice on the table of vertical surface grinder.

• Dress the grinding wheel in required shape.

• Set the job on vice using parallel block.

• Grind the dovetail 60° on both side.

• Check the depth with a depth micrometer.

• Remove the job deburr all the edges with a fine
abrasive stone.

TASK 2: Male part

• Prepare the job in milling as per drawing leaving the
grinding allowance.

• Study the drawing and as certain the surface to be
ground.

• Fix the vice on the table in vertical surface grinder.

• Dress the grinding wheel in required shape.

• Set the job on vice using parallel block.

• Grind the dovetail 60o on both

• Check the depth with a depth micrometer.

• Remove the job deburr all the edges with a fine
abrasive stone.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.107
Machinist - Grinding

External parallel cylindrical grinding (Both holding in chuck/collet and
inbetween centres)

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• select and  set the grinding wheel
• mount the job
• check the parallelism with dial test indicator.
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Job Sequence

• Prepare the cylindrical grinding machine for operation.

• Study the drawing and measure the grinding allowance
for given job.

• Dress the grinding wheel make sure that the abrasive
particles are removed uniformly.

• Mount the job in between centres.

• Set the length of stroke using reversing dogs.

Fix the safety guard in proper place.

• Put on the grinding wheel.

• Start the work table traverse.

• Bring the grinding wheel forward to engage the
workpiece by operating the cross feed hand wheel on
the machine.

Wear goggles at all times  while using a
grinding machine.

• Take a moderate cut (0.04mm) measure the workpiece
diameter and the work is parallel after the first traverse.

• Continue traverse and give depth of cut at the end of
each traverse until the job is within 0.05-0.10mm of the
required final size.

• Reserve the position of the job in the centres.

Use a soft metal spacer to protect the job.

• Grind the end of the job previously covered by the carrier
to the same size as the other end of the job.

• Dress the grinding wheel.

• Grind the work piece to the finished size Ø25mm like
roughing cycle.

• Remove the job from centres.

• Remove burrs of the job using fine abrasive stone.

• Measure the  diameter of the job used by 0-25mm
outside micrometer.

• Check the cylindrical of  the job.

Skill Sequence

Cylindrical grinding

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• cylindrical grinding
• checking of parallelism
• measurement by micrometer.

Prepare the cylindrical grinding machine for grinding

Throughly clean the machine with banian cloth.

Don’t use cotton waste for cleaning the
grinding machine.

Check the oil level in the workhead and wheel head (Fig.1)

If it is below the recommended oil level inform to the
instructor. (Fig 2)

Apply oil in all oil points use oil gun.

(IOC SAE 30/40)

Apply grease in all grease points with grease gun (servo
gem No.2)

Ensure that the work head and wheel head are set to zero
position.

Check the wheel guards are in proper position.

Start the hydraulic motor by pressing the hydraulic motor
switch (Fig 3)

Check the oil pressure gauge.
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Start the grinding wheel and check the direction of rotation.
(Fig 4) by viewing the direction of arrow provided on the
wheel guard.

Workhead

Start the work head spindle by pressing the work head
motor switch. (Fig 5)

Check for the job rotation.

Align the work table perpendicular to the wheel head

Clean the wheel head of front side.

Hold the dial test indicator with magnetic base on wheel
head slide. (Fig 6)

Fix the test bar in between centres.

Set the work head wheel head and table at zero degree.

Touch the dial on job and giving light pressure as shown in
figures.

Move the table from work head to tailstock.

Check the dial reading zero.

Incase variation of reading ±10 divisions.

Loose the table top Allen screws and adjust slightly side
screw.

Check the dial reading at zero so that the work head centre
and tail stock centre at same line.

The table at zero degree aligning is correct position.

Set the job in between centres

Select a dog corresponding to the work diameter.

Fit a dog at right angles to the end of the work. (Fig 7)

Too long bolt on a dog may become loose in the course of
grinding.

Hold the work securely in both hands and fit the centre
hole carefully to the centre on the work head side. (Fig.8)
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Hold the work with the left hand as illustrated while holding
the work to prevent the centre hole coming out.

As illustrated support the work with the left hand and fit
the centre to the centre hole by operating the lever of the
tailstock with the right hand. (Fig.9)

Before support the job in between tailstock
centre gap is 5mm should be maintained.
(Fig.9)

Where the tailstock centre has a nut for adjusting  nut so
as to allow the work to be turned lightly by the fingers.

Where the tailstock centre has a nut for adjusting nut so
as to allow the work to be turned lightly pin in accordance
with the dog with the dog leg length. (Fig 10)

So the workpiece mounted in between centres. (Fig 11)

Adjustment of taper

When the work has been tapered beyond expectation
loosen the  four fasteners. Allen screw of the upper table,
set the dial gauge at zero and then a mind the swivelling
of the table with the adjusting screw as illustrated. (Fig.12)

When the diameter at the side of the work head is larger
than the other turn the table clockwise and when the
diameter at the tailstock side is too large turn in counter
clockwise.
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As for table tilting give the specified conversion value to
the dial gauge according to the length and the difference
in size of the work. (Fig 12)

Fix the upper table do trial grinding to repeat adjustments
for obtaining the given taper.

When the given taper has been obtained, do rough grinding
leaving a finish margin of 0.02 -0.05mm in the outer
diameter.

To finish grind

Determine the numbers of work revolution so as to make
the peripheral speed of the work 12-15m/min.

Adjust the table speed so as to be fed at about (1/8-1 10)
of the wheel thickness per work revolution.

If necessary do finish dressing.

Make the depth of cut from 0.0025mm to 0.01mm per
stroke, while measuring from time to time as grinding by
making the depth of cut by graduations.

In the final stages the depth of the cut shall not be made,
but reciprocate the table 2-3 times to do spark out.

Back the wheel spindle stock and do fine chamfering with
an oil-stone.

Measure the size of the work when it stops fully.

Parallelism checking ref. (Fig 13)

Clean the surface plate without any dust and oil.

Fix the tailstock centres on surface plate.

Hold the dial in magnetic base.

Keep it on the surface plate.

Hold the job in between centres.

Touch the job and give the pressure on the dial and set
zero.

Move the dial traversely.

Check the reading for variation.

Incase of variation on job go for regrinding.

Recheck the job for parallelism.

Rotate the job by hand and check for cylindrical.

If the error is repeated and it is within the permissible limit
then the same may be accepted as finished job.

Holding the micrometer for measurement

The micrometer may be held either in one hand or both
the hands.

Holding in one hand (Fig 14)

Hold the outside micrometer in your right hand, keeping
the graduations on the main scale towards you.

Support the frame on the lower centre of your palm. Use
your little or third finger to hold the  frame in the palm.

Palm the middle finger behind the  frame to support it.

Keep the first finger thumb free to adjust the knurled
thimble.

Holding by both the hands. (Fig 15)

Sometimes, it may be more convenient to hold the
micrometer with both the hands.
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Support the frame between the fingers  and the thumb of
your left hand .

Use the thumb finger of your right hand to adjust the
thimble.

Set the micrometer on the workpiece for measurements.

High skill is needed for obtaining accurate measurement
with  the outside micrometer. A wrong setting of the
micrometer over the workpiece may cause

- inaccurate reading

- excessive strain on the screw thread

- distortion in the frame.

Fig.15 shown the adjustment of the spindle and anvil over
the workpiece. As you adjust the workpiece between the
spindle and the anvil you should feel a light pressure or
resistance against the workpiece surface. Use the spring-
loaded ratchet stop to ascertain the feel. (Fig 16)

Measuring outside diameter using outside micrometer

While using only one hand.

Close the anvil and spindle until you feel them just
touching the work.

Move the work slightly between the spindle and the anvil
or pass the micrometer over the workpiece by moving your
wrist. (Fig 17)

Make further adjustments of the thimble as required until
you obtain the right ‘Feel’ (Fig 18)

When satisfied with the feel remove the fingers from the
thimble.

Turn the micrometer towards you.

Read the measurement.

Method of  reading the micrometer 0-25 range.

Look at the reading the which has been taken from the
workpiece.

Read on the barrel scale the number of whole millimetres
that are completely visible from the bevel edge of the
thimble.Fig 19a shows 4 divisions = 4mm.

Add any half millimetres that are completely visible from
the bevel edge of the thimble. (Fig 19a)

Fig (19b) shows 1 division =0.5mm.

Add the thimble reading to the main scale reading which
has already been taken. Fig 19c shows the 5 th division of
the thimble scale is coinciding with the index line. So
thimble reading =5x0.01=0.05mm. (Fig 19c)
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.108
Machinist - Grinding

Plunge Grinding

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mount  the grinding  wheel on the cylindrical grinding machine
• hold the job between centres in eccentric position
• grind the job to the required dimension and accuracy.

• Set the longitudinal position and tighten the
longitudinal traverse.

• Start the grinding wheel and the job rotation.

• Work rotates in a fixed position as the wheel feeds.

• Grind the job to an accuracy of 0.01mm.

• Move the wheel away from the job and stop the
movement of the wheel and the job.

• Check the dimensions with a micrometer.

• And then follow the above procedure for next plunge
grinding operation.

Job Sequence

• Clean the machine completely.

• Determine the grinding allowance.

• Select the suitable grinding wheel.

• Balance the grinding wheel.

• Mount the wheel on the cylindrical grinding machine.

• Dress the grinding wheel.

• Hold the job between centres.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.109
Machinist - Grinding

Perform straight bore grinding

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mount the internal grinding attachment
• mount the grinding wheel and dress the wheel by diamond dresser
• set the job in four jaw chuck by using dial test indicator
• grind the plain bore with an accuracy of ± 0.04
• measure the bore diameter by using telescopic gauge.

Job Sequence

• Turn the part as per drawing with required grinding
allowance.

• Prepare the machine for internal grinding. (Fig.1)

• Fit the spindle and mount spindle.

• Dress the wheel with a diamond tipped dressing tool.

• Measure the bore diameter of the workpiece to check
the grinding allowance.

• Determine the work and wheel surface speeds and
set the machine accordingly.

• Mount the workpiece in a chuck.

• True the workpiece used by dial test indicator.

• Set the length of stroke using reversing dogs.

Make sure that the traverse setting do not
cause the wheel to contact any internal
shoulder in the workpiece and that the wheel
does not leave the workpiece surface
completely at the end of the traverse strokes.

• Put on your goggles.

• Start the grinding wheel.
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• Start the head stock spindle drive.

• Check that the directions of rotation of the wheel and
workpiece are opposed.

• Grind the Ø 25 x 35mm bore.

• Start coolant supply and table traverse if necessary.

• Run the grinding wheel to the workpiece by hand and
advance the wheel against the bore taking a light cut.

• When cut is complete measure the bore and reset the
feed.

• Make repeated cuts until close to the desired size.

• Dress the wheel again for finish grinding.

• Check the bore size, parallism and make the final cuts.

• Remove burred edges.

• Measure the base by using telescopic gauge bore.

Mounting the spindle (Fig.2)

The spindle chosen should be as rigid as possible. Where
a long workpiece is to be ground the spindle will be
correspondingly long and thus subject to flexing under
load. If care is not taken this flexing will cause chatter of
the wheel with resultant marking of the bore surface. It will
also produce a bore of uneven diameter.

Warning
Due to the nature of the operation a wheel
guard is not used during internal grinding
operations. The workpiece serves as a guard
during actual grinding, but remember that the
unguarded wheel is a definite safety hazard
when not within a workpiece. Keep your hands
away from the moving wheel and wear close
fitting clothing. If a guard is available on the
machine to the wheel when not actually
grinding, make sure this set in place after the
wheel is retracted from the workpiece.

• Hold the job in a four jaw chuck.

• Mount the dial stand on machine table.

• Fix the dial and touch on the job.

• Move the dial and rotate the job.

• Check the trueness of the job with the indicator at
zero position.

• Incase of difference in reading adjust the jaw and
rotate the chuck.

• The dial moving at A and B are the same reading at

zero.

Grinding a parallel bore (Figs 5&6)

• Set up the machine for internal grinding

• Fit the spindle and mount the wheel.

• Dress the wheel with a diamond tipped dressing
tool.

• Measure the diameter of the workpiece to check
the grinding allowance.
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For setting up the internal grinding spindle of a universal
grinding machine, the general procedure is as follows:

• Position the internal grinding attachment, including the
spindle on the wheel head and fix securely. Refer to
the operators handbook for the particular machine.

• Mount the drive belt between the internal grinding drive
motor and the pulley on the internal grinding attachment
and adjust to proper tension.

• If a machine motor selector control is provided turn it
to the 'internal' position.

• Disengage the power operated cross - feed.

• Replace any guards removed to set the attachment in
place.

The dimensions of the workpiece (Fig.3)

Set  the job in four jaw chuck using dial test indicator.
(Fig. 4)
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• Determine the work and wheel surface speeds and
set the machine accordingly.

• Mount the workpiece in a chuck or other suitable
support on the machine headstock.

• True the workpiece in the head stock and align the
headstock to the work table.

• If table traverse is necessary, adjust the machine
by setting the table reversing dogs.

Caution

Make sure that the traverse settings do not
cause the wheel to contact any internal
shoulder in the workpiece and that the wheel
does not leave the workpiece surface
completely at the end of the traverse strokes.

• Put on your goggles.

• Start the grinding wheel

• Start the headstock spindle drive

• Check that the directions of rotation of the wheel
and workpiece are opposite.

• Start coolant supply and table traverse if necessary.

• Run the grinding wheel to the workpiece by hand
and advance the wheel against the bore, taking a
light cut.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.110
Machinist - Grinding

Perform step bore grinding

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the machine for grinding internal surfaces
• set workpiece and adjustment of table traverse length
• grind the internal bore maintaining concentricity within close limit.

Job Sequence

• Study the drawing, turn the job as per drawing and
maintain the size with grinding allowance.

• Ascertain the grinding allowance.

• Mount the quill head and fix the appropriate
grinding wheel.

• Mount the workpiece in the 3 jaw chuck.

• Check the concentricity by DTI.

• Adjust the coolant.

• Set stoppers to adjust the table traverse length
accurately.

• Rough and finish grind the bore Ø35 H6.

• Check the finish part by inside micrometer.

• Rough and finish grind the bore Ø25 H6.

• Check the finish part by inside micrometer.

• Check the concentricity using DTI.
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Skill Sequence

Grinding a bore and shoulder

Objective: This shall help you to
• grind the bore and shoulder.

General information

For this particular requirement two procedures are adopted.
Initially the bore is ground to size as covered in previous
chapter, and then a procedure is used to grind the face of
the shoulder. In work of this nature an undercut may not
be required in the finished workpiece and the undercut
shown in the following illustrations is used purely as an
aid to the grinding process. (Fig 1)

1 Measure workpiece

Check diameter and depth of bore.

2 Mount workpiece

3 Mount spindle and wheel

Select a recessed type wheel, ensuring that the
head at the securing screw will seat below the face
of the grinding wheel.

4 Dress wheel for roughing out

Apply slight angular relief to the front face of wheel.

5 Set table traverse stops

6 Clean up the bore

7 Measure bore size and parallelism

8 Rough grind bore to within 0.25mm of finished
size.

9 Dress wheel for finish grinding

10 Finish grind bore

Note final index reading

11 Measure bore

Safety: Before attempting to measure the bore.
Switch OFF the job rotation and grinding
wheel rotation completely.

12 Check wheel diameter

The wheel diameter must be of a size that will grind the
face flat. In the example shown, the wheel diameter must
not be greater than bore radius plus the central hole
radius, or less than bore radius minus the central hole
radius.

13 Dress the front face of wheel

• Apply slight angular relief.

• Slightly relieve wheel diameter, leaving approximately
3.2 mm and at front.

14 Grind shoulder face

• Start workhead

• Working to the indeed index, position the wheel to
clear the finished bore diameter by approximately 0.02
mm.

• Hand traverse table, to position the wheel inside the
bore and just clear of shoulder face.

The line previously marked upon the spindle will give
indication of distance between wheel and face.

• Traverse table very slowly until sparks or sound
indicate the wheel is grinding the face.

• With the left hand holding the traverse wheel to act as
a brake, gently tap the handle with the right hand to
advance the workpiece on to the wheel. (Fig 2)

Very small movement is necessary. Take extreme care in
applying feed, as too heavy cut will tend to make the
spindle whip, causing the wheel to bite into the finished
bore.

• Clear workpiece from wheel and visually check face
has fully cleaned up. Take further cuts until a satisfac-
tory condition is achieved. Allow wheel to “spark out”.
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• Re-dress the front face of wheel.

• Position wheel in bore.

• Adjust infeed index to bring the wheel within 0.002mm
of the bore diameter.

• Traverse table until contact is made and apply feed as
in Fig 3.

If a reasonably square corner is required, it
will be necessary to re-dress the wheel face
frequently as the corner of the wheel tends to
break down.

• Clear workpiece from wheel, stop workhead.

15 Remove sharp corners

16 Check depth

17 Remove workpiece from machine

Grinding a face (Fig 4)

This type of operation is generally carried out to ensure
that the face of the workpiece is square to the axis of the
bore.

Basically the procedure is similar to that for grinding a
shoulder, and is a secondary operation following the grinding
of the bore.

• Finish grind bore

• Mount spindle and grinding wheel

- Select and mount short robust spindle.

- Select and mount a recessed wheel of diameter
larger than the width of face to be ground. Ensure
the head of the securing screw is below the wheel
face.

• Dress the wheel

Apply slight angular relief to the front face.

• Grind the face (Fig 5)

- Start workhead.

- Use hand traverse, to position the wheel square to
and just clear of the face to be ground.

- Traverse table slowly, until the wheel lightly
contacts the face.

Safety

Safety glasses must be wear.

• With the left hand holding the traverse wheel to act as
a brake, gently tap the handle with the right hand to
advance the workpiece on to the wheel. (Fig 5)

• Very small movement is required. Extreme care should
be taken in applying cuts, as too heavy cut will tend
to make the spindle whip. Allow wheel to spark out.

• Clear workpiece from wheel and visually check face
has fully cleaned up.

• Re-dress face of wheel as necessary.

• Take further cuts as necessary, until a satisfactory
condition is achieved.

• Clear workpiece from wheel, stop workhead.

• Check surface texture and flatness of face.

• Remove sharp corners.

• Remove workpiece from machine.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.111
Machinist - Grinding

Internal taper bore grinding

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grind the taper bore upto close limit to H6
• check the taper using taper plug gauge.

Job Sequence

• Study the drawing, turn the job as per drawing and
maintain the size with grinding allowance.

• Ascertain the grinding allowance.

• Clamp the job in 3 jaw chuck .

• Mount the internal grinding wheel in spindle.

• Dress the wheel.

• Swivel the work head to the MT3 taper angle ()as

shown in Fig 1.

• Set the stopper for required stroke length.

• Rough and finish grind ID taper as shown in Fig 2.

• Check the taper using the taper plug gauge.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.112
Machinist - Grinding

Make male female fitting with an accuracy of  ± 0.01mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the grinding wheel
• mount the job
• grind the male and female part.
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Job Sequence

TASK 1
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• Prepare the machine for internal grinding and measure
the grinding allowance.

• Fit the internal grinding spindle and mount on wheel
head.

• Dress the wheel with a diamond dresser.

• Measure the existing bore diameter of the job to know
the grinding allowance.

• Mount the job in a chuck.

• True the workpiece.

• Set the length of stroke.

• Put on your goggles.

• Start the grinding wheel for rotation.

• Engage the work head spindle drive.

• Take the grinding wheel inside the bore with rotation of
job and wheel manually till grinding wheel touches the
job make few setting.

• Start the coolant supply.

• Make repeated cuts until close to the desired size.

• Dress the wheel for finish grinding.

• Grind the bore diameter to 30.47mm.

• Check the bore size using by telescopic gauge.

• Remove the job from the chuck.

• Remove burred edges.

• Check the diameter of the job using outside microme-
ter to ascertain the grinding allowance.

TASK 2

• Prepare the machine for external cylindrical grinding.

• Study the drawing and measure the grinding allowance.

• Set the workhead, wheel head and table at 0o.

• Dress the grinding wheel for rough grinding.

• Hold the job with suitable dog carrier.

• Mount the job in between centres.

• Rough and finish grind the go end surface removing
half of the grinding allowance.

• Finish the surface and maintain the diameter to Ø30g6
on 40 mm long side.

• Fit the female part.

Use a soft metal spacer if necessary to protect
the job.

• Check the diameter of the workpiece.

• Remove burred edges.

• Remove the workpiece from the centres.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.113
Machinist - Grinding

External step cylindrical grinding with an accuracy of  ± 0.01mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grind by the traverse feed method with an accuracy ±0.01mm
• dress the grinding wheel
• grind steps with shoulder and chamfer
• check and measure the dimension with an outside vernier micrometer
• check the concentricity of the job.
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Job Sequence

• Study the drawing, turn the job as per drawing and
maintain the size with grinding allowance.

• Ascertain the grinding allowance.

• Check the grinding wheel is rotating in correct
direction.

• Set the work head, wheel head and table at 0º.

• Dress the wheel.

• Mount the workpiece in between centres with carrier.

• Start the machine for grinding wheel rotating.

• Move the grinding wheel back about 50 mm from the
workpiece to allow the wheel to clear the carrier.

This will prevent accidental contact between
the wheel and the carrier.

• Set the length of stroke.

• Move the table automatically in traverse feed. (Fig 1)

• Rough finish to grind the step 50 x 75 mm long.

• Feed the work traversely.

• Grind the step 30 x 45 mm long rough and finish
grinding at both ends one after other. (Fig 2)

• Remove the job from the centres and dog carrier.

• Measure and check the job using by outside
vernier-micrometer (25-50 mm).

• Check the concentricity of job using Dial Test Indica-
tor. Keep your hands away from the revolving

wheel at all times to avoid injuries to
yourself.

Skill Sequence

Checking the concentricity of job (Fig 1)

Objective: This shall help you to
• check the concentricity of the cylindrical job using ‘V’ block and DTI.

• Mount the job in ‘V’ blocks.

• Touch the dial plunger on job.

• Rotate the job for concentricity test.

• See the reading of dial.

• Measure the reading position of Dial Test Indicator for
concentricity.
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Capital Goods & Manufacturing Exercise 2.4.114
Machinist - Grinding

External taper cylindrical grinding with an accuracy of ± 0.01mm

Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• hold the job in chuck
• set the table according to taper angle
• set cutting speed, feed and depth of cut
• rough grind & finish grind the workpiece within accuracy
• check the taper by using standard gauge.

Job Sequence

• Determine the grinding allowance.

• Balance the grinding wheel.

• Mount the wheel on the cylindrical grinding machine.

• Dress the grinding wheel.

• Hold the job in between centres.

• Tilt the table of 1o30 to grind.

• Set the table traverse dog to grind 130.8 mm length
on the taper end.

• Start the grinding wheel and the job for rotation.

• Bring the wheel to the job and allow it to touch.

• Grind the job (giving required feed) to an accuracy of
± 5 minutes.

• Move the wheel away from the job and stop the
movement of the wheel and job.

• Check the taper angle with a vernier bevel
protractor.
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